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South Fulton's Finest To
Play In Conference Tilt
The finest football team in the history of South Ful-
ton High school will represent the Western division in
the Reelfoot conference playoff this Thursday night at
7:45 in the UTMB stadium.
While the Devils were the clear
cut winers in the West, the luck of
the draw decided their opponents
from the east. Monday night, with
three teams Greenfield, Martin and
Alamo tied for the Eastern crown,
Greenfield won the draw and will
oppose the Red Devils.
Greenfield got off to a poor start
this season but, after losing a num-
ber of games, most of which were
outside its division, came on strong
to wind up with about a .500 mark.
Be this as it may, South Fulton
Coach Charles Akers is convinced
his Devils will have to play their
best to get by.
In the two teams' last meeting,
SF took a 26-20 victory in what was
me of the wildest games of the
11011904.
It was one of those crazy ball-
L..mes *Isere lust about everything
went wrong for both teams. For
Instance one kickoff hit a Devil
lineman and bounced about 30 feet
straight up in the air; one Devil
player intercepted a pass only to
have it taken away from him on the
ground and another time both a
Greenfield and South Fulton man
caught a-pass and ran together for
'several yards before the G-man
finally took it away.
Monday, Coach Akers spent a lot
of time trying to defense the Green-
field spread formation. He was do-
ing more of the same this afternoon
an wound up the practice working
on the Devils high-powered of-
fense. Light work was scheduled for
Wednesday as a final tune up.
Coach Akers said his team is in
top physical condition and shouldn't
oi.ve any trouble getting up for the
game.
Walker Named Temporary
Highway District Engineer
George F. Walker, 54, will serve
as acting district manager for the
Paducah District until a successor
for Charles Henry has been select-
ed, Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward announced today.
Walker is assistant director of
the Division of Maintenance in the
Frankfort central office. Henry has
resigned to accept a postion with
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads at
Columbus, Ohio, effective Novem-
ber 15.
Walker was assistant engineer at
Paducah prior to being promoted
to Frankfort in 1962. He is a na-
tive of Crittenden County. He grad-
uated from Marion High School, at-
tended Bowling Green College of
Charles Walker
Hearing Set
For Friday In
Murder Charge
A preliminary hearing for Wll-
Ham Hamil, 26, of Hickman, Ky.,
charged with murder in the fatal
shooting of his father, will be held
Friday before County Judge John
C. Bondurant in Hickman.
The murder charge was filed af-
ter the death of Leroy Mimi], 49,
at his home in Hickman last Sat-
urday night. Fulton County Sheriff
Joe Campbell said the elder Mr.
Hamil died instantly from a 22
caliber wound just above the
heart.
Sheriff Campbell said he was
told the elder Itr. Hamil, an em-
ploye of the Fulton County Road
Dept., came home Saturday night
and "had been drinking." An argu-
ment reportedly ensued and he al-
legedly threatened his wife with a
knife. His son then got a 22 pistol
and fired at his father.
Sheriff Campbell quoted the son
as saying, "I was trying to shoot
him in the arm to stop him and
did not mean to kill him."
The son was released from cus-
tody Monday under $1,000 bond.
Services for the father were held
Monday afternoon at the West
Hickman Baptist Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Stella
Rossman Ransil; five sons, Wil-
liam Lee Ham% Larry Gene Ham-
a, Danny Joe Hamil, Ray Lynn
Hamil and Ernie Hamil, all of
Hickman; and three daughters,
Alm Patricia Bates of Chicago,
IL,. Mid Lough Hamil and Linda
Hama of Hickman.
Commerce and gained engineering
education during World War II,
when he worked at Camp Brecken-
ridge, Lake Charles, Limisiana, and
Evansville Ship Yard. He is a regis-
tered professional engineer.
His wife is the former May Wright
from Crittenden County. They have
two children, Barbara Nan, who
teaches school in California, and
J immk.
Henry, native of Paducah who
succeeded Jack Gray in the First
District post, will be stationed in
Columbus. Friday will be his last
day in the district office in Padu-
cah.
Henry was one of the Kentucky
Department of Highways' most
highly-regarded engineers. He is a
design specialist and had played a
key role in early planning for In-
terstate Highway 24 and the Pur-
(Continued on Paps Eight)
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Band Parents Having
Coffee This Friday
The Fulton Band Parents will
hold a coffee tomorrow (Friday) in.
the Fulton Electric Kitchen.
Coffee, sandwiches, cake and pie
will be served, beginning at eight
o'clock in the morning.
The public is urged to support
the band by attending this coffee.
Minstrel Cast
Readies For
"B-i-g S-h-o-e"
Members of the Lions Club Min-
strel cast are putting the finishing
touches to their songs and dances
for the annual event to be held
next Monday and Tuesday, No-
vember 15 and 16.
The year's most eagerly anti-
cipated program will be held at
Carr auditorium, with curtain time
at 7:30 p. m.
The program this year will fea-
ture a girls' quartet, and a group
from Joye White Dancing School is
presenting a fun filled routine that
always delights the capacity audi-
ence.
The Lions Club members who
have received ovations in the past
will be back in the show. Mrs. L. C.
Logan, organist, and Mrs. Milford
Jobe, pianist, will provide accom-
paniments.
Proceeds from the event go to
various Lions Club projects.
BEAN SOUP DAYI
The American Legion, Marshall
Alexander Post No. 72, Fulton, will
observe Veterans' Day, today, No-
vember 11, with a barbeque and
beati dinner served from U a. m.
until 2 p. m. There is no charge
and ALL veterans are invited.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
South Fulton Solicits
Help In Pinball Ban
Because a previous Tennessee
Supreme Court ruling invalidated
a proposed ordinance making it un-
lawful to operate pinball machines
In South Fulton, the City Commis-
• • • •
Commission
Honors Duty
Of Explorers
If the Explorer Scouts failed to
eat regularly while on constant
duty during the Banana Festival,
they certainly made up for it Tues-
day night when the City of South
Fulton gave them an appreciation
dinner at the Park Terrace.
A plaque was presented to the
local post by Mayor Rex Ruddle.
Attended by Commissioners John
Reeks and Harry Allison and City
Manager Henry Dunn and Director
of Public Safety-Garry Wright, the
plaque was accepted for the Ex-
plorers by their leader Mike Stev-
end.
The post was also presented a
Top Banana citation to "the best
bananas on the bunch." Explorer
leaders Thomas Exum and Billy
Johnson were also made "Top Ba-
nanas."
Members of the Banana Festival
board were special guests.
sion called on local business firms
to cooperate with officials in ban-
ning the gambling devices within
the city. Citing the fact that the
devices contribute to juvenile de-
linquency the South Fulton City
Commission passed a resolution en-
listing the help of all citizens to
combat the growing menace among
young people.
At the meeting Monday night the
Commission also voted to allocate$1650 to the local library to match
funds designated by the City of
Fulton.
Here's the resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED by the City
Commission of South Fulton, Ten-
nessee as follows:
It has come to the attention of
the City Commission of the City of
South Fulton, Tennessee that pin
ball machines are being permitted
to operate in certain business es-
tablishments in the City of South
Fulton and these machines are
played primarly by the youth of
our city and that in the operation
of them the youth are spending
lunch money and ether funds that
should be used by them for the
necessities of life.
It further appears that the pres-
ence of pin ball machines in the
corporate limits contribute to the
delinquency of our youth in the
South Fulton community as well as
Photo on Page Eight
(Continued on page (not)
Cooper Joins
To Recognize
Fighting Men
Senator John Sherman Cooper
(R-Ky) this week urged the
President to issue a proclamation
setting • day for the "common-
ration of the efforts by American
men and women in Vietnam who
are carrying forward the struggle
to maintain and secure peace
and freedom."
Cooper said that several com-
munities and civic organizations
In Kentucky had already planned
expressions of support—through
publk ceremonies, by individuals
displaying Ilse flag, or by sending
Christmas packages to service-
men. The Kentucky Senator said
• national proclamation would
serve to coordinate widespread
local interest in such expressions.
In telling the President of his
full support for these efforts,
Senator Cooper pointed out that
a resolution passed by the Sen-
ate asked the President to desig-
nate Saturday, Nersember 27, as
"National Honor Day," and that
he thought Armistice Day--now
Veterans Day, Thursday, No-
vember 11—would also be an ap-
propriate occasion to honor our
servicemen abroad.
Number 45
Twin City Residents Asked To Play
Santa For Service Men In Viet Nam
"Christmas morning will be too late to remember
our boys in Viet Nam who probably will be hearing gun-fire instead of jingle bells," a veteran of World War IItold the editor of the Fulton News this week- "I remem-ber the Christmases I spent thousands of miles awayfrom home in Germany and Japan and there's no way todescribe that kind of loneliness and home-sickness."
"We ought to do something about it now while
there's time to get packages in the mail that are sent
voluntarily by people who ought to know there's a real,fighting war going on ever there," Charles Dixon told
the News editor as he waged a one-man battle to get the
twin cities to be among the first communities to start
showing appreciation for the men who are fighting in
Viet Nam to keep the war as far away from home as pos-
sible.
So rather than wait "for George
to do it," Charles is asking every-
body he meets to do something
about it . . . and it must be done
fast because November 17 is the
deadline for mailing packages
overseas with a guarantee that
they will arrive in time for Christ-
Ina S.
So here's a crash program that
has been suggested to get the Ba-
nana Crossroads of America to
stage a Banana Festival in Viet
Nam on Christmas Day:
1. Have every organization in
Fulton, (civic, cultural, church,
Scout, P-TA, veterans, business,
etc.) agree to fill as many of those
handy banana bags as possible
with items suggested below: (The
Banana Festival Board will furnish
Plans Readied To Sell
Purchase Parkway Bonds
The Kentucky Department of Highways has started
a move to sell bonds to finance the Purchase Parkway
which will link up with Western Kentucky Parkway by
way of Interstate 24, Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward announced today.
The bonds are expected to sell, only the time the
iale will take is uncertain, Ward explained.
In the interest of economy bonds 
must be sold w e markettfh is sible to say exactly how king the
most favorable, Went sale will take," he pointed out.
"Because of this just isn't pos. Normally, such a transaction
takes about three months, he said.
The timetable for the Purchase
Parkway, from a tie-up with 1-24
near Calvert City to Fulton, is as
follows, according to Commissioner
Ward:
1. Start of grade and drain in the
spring of 1966.
2. Begining of paving in the
spring of 1967.
Although the department prefers
to extend such a project over two
full construction seasons, the 78-
mile Bluegrass Parkway opened
and dedicated in late October, re-
quired only a total of 18 months.
The Purchase Parkway, running
through—the Benton area and tying
in with the Mayfield By-Pass north
and west of the city, will not pre-
sent as many construction Oft-
(Continued ciniPane Mesh
HOME AGAIN . . . but with a lot of of wonderful memories, a lot of new friends.
and the satisfaction of having performed as great ambassadors of goodwill for their
respective countries. The Operation Amigo students who were members of our
families during the recent Banana Festival are shown here as they arrive home.
Coming down the ramp is the beloved Patricia Ballesteros, Miss Ecuador, who is a
stewardess for Ecuatoriana Airlines. Her mother, who was the group's chaperone.
Is shown standing with the students at the far right. The photo was sold to Fultonby Miss Ballesteros.
Speaker Meets Speaker And Festival Friends Are Found
As I was saying last week, when
I was rudely interrupted by a press
deadline . . . the experience of ap-
pearing on UK's Centennial pro-
gram on women will be remem-
bered by me for a very long time.
I left off last week's installment
with the Sunday evening dinner,
after which we went back to Car-
nahan House where seminar panel-
ists, together with Mrs. Charles
(Alberta) Allen of Louisville and
Mrs. Richard (Cornelia) Cooper of
Somerset stayed up for a long
while talking about our various in-
terests.
Believe it or not, I listened for a
change, and It was worth every
silent moment I spent hearing Bet-
ty Lester tell of the work of the
Frontier Nursing Service; Ann
Caudill tell of her life as secretary
to her famous lawyer-author hus-
band Harry Caudill, author of
"Nightfall Comes To The Cumber-
land" and other best sellers; Dr.
Louise Hutchinson, wife of the
president of Berea College tell of
her interesting life and Joy (Mrs.
Garnett) Bale tell of her life as the
wife of a physician and the mother
of six children, who also manages
to read a book a day, which she
often reviews for the Courier-
Journal.
Mrs. James Brookshire of Hard-
insburg, state president of the
Kentucky Homemakers; Mrs. By-
ron Tapp, who called herself "just
a farm wife," but whose family has
distinguished itself in the develop-
ment of Kentucky and in financial
ciroles; Rossi Drummond formerly
of Berea and now of the Peace
Corps in Washington, and that
lovely Mrs. William Ray Miller of
•••11., 
`...*•••• 
Jottings
From
Jo's
Notebook
Quicksand who went back to col-
lege to get her master's degree
after her four children got grown,
feed my mind with their significant
contributions to the status of wo-
men and the growth of Kentucky
and the Nation. And as expected
when I go away, I witnessed the
small world department. Mrs. Mil-
ler brought greetings from Ann Fall
Baxter, who lives in Quicksand and
whose husband is associated with
Mrs. Miller's husband in the UK
experiment project there.
Dr. Hutchinson was my room-
mate in that spacious front bed-
room of Carnahan House. I was ap-
prehensive about having a room-
mate since I get up so early, but
I need not have worried. Dr.
Hutchinson was up and dressed
before I ever stirred. If ever I saw
a person dress faster, I can't re-
member. But then I figured why
this brilliant woman could accom-
plish in so few minutes, what most
of us take an hour to do . . . Dr.
Hutchinson said she gets called out
of bed at all hours of the night to
make calls, mostly to deliver bab-
ies in those far-flung mountain
hollows and said she: "I can't
waste any time when I'm in a race
with the stork."
Driving into Lexington and the
UK Memorial Hall, with the beau-
tiful Bluegrass country-side radiant
in a burst of autumn color, listen-
ing to the "good talk" of women
on the go, I just couldn't help but
say to myself . . . "How lucky can
you get?"
Most of Monday was spent en-
joying talks and panel diagagnions
by such distinguished speakers all
Dr. John W. Greene, head of the
department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at UK; Dr. Leon
Israel, a distinguished professor at
the University of Pennsylvania and
Ethel M. Nash, Professor of Pre-
(Continued on Pegs right)
the bags at cost, seventy cents
each.)
2. In order to expedite the pro-
• • •
FIRST DONORS
First organization to respond
to the radio appeal on WFUL
Wednesday morning was the
World War I Veterans, Barracks
No. 2352. B. A. Clifton contacted
members of the local organiza-
tion and announced that the Meal
group was donating ;10.00 to send
ten Festival bags to the fighting
men in Viet Nam. The bags will
be sem in care of local men
stationed in the fighting zone to
be distributed to their military
units.
• • •
gram, clubs and individuals may
donate the money to buy the bag
with its contents, aboet $2.00 each.
The name of the donor will be put
in the bag.
3- Drug stores, grocery stores,
wholesale consumer firms and re-
tail stores are asked to donate
some of the items so that more
bags can be sent.
4. The American Legion posts in
Fulton and South Fulton are asked
to attend to the mailing, packaging,
solicitation; etc.
5. Donations of cash may be sent
to either the Fulton News, Radio
Station WFUL or the Fulton Daily
Leader.
6. PLEASE DON'T WAIT TO BE
ASKED TO HELP THIS WORTHY
EFFORT. VOLUNTEER. . work
for it, just as our boys are fight-
ing for us in Viet Nam and around
the world.
T. Charles Dixon is eager to help
with any questions.
8. The Chamber of Commerce
wW serve as a depository for ar-
ticles to be included in the bags.
Contributions may also be made
at the Chamber office.
Here are some suggested items
to be included in the bags.
All calmed items should 'be' IStin (no glass) ku shipping.
Canned Meats.: (stews, taznaleg,
vienna sausage, potted meats, etc.)
Canned fruits: (8 oz. size- are(Centinued on Page Eight)
WORLD'S LONGEST KICK-OFF
Is "returned" two weeks later:
(Above) Danny Dixon, holds foot-
ball that he kicked 40 miles out of
Iii. Fulton ball park the night of
the Fulton-South Fulton game two
weeks ago. Ball was found near
McKenzie, Tennessee by L. J.
Griffin, who was bulldozing in his
field on McKenzie Route 4 last
week.
Ball will be presented to the cap-
tains and coaches at South Fulton
high school today (Thursday) by
Danny, who is shown *bey* with
his father Charles.
Danny had hoped that the ball
would have traveled a thousand
miles, but atrnospherk conditions
that night kept its height lower
than anticipated. (The ball, in gain
you didn't remember, was attach-
ed to a cluster of helium-filled bal-
ions that night, containing a mes-
sage to the Broder asking its return
to the kicker). The stunt was the
opening kick-off of the annual Ful-
ton-South Fulton game.
THE FOOTBALL (above) con-
tains autelara0ka et coaches and
players of the Smith Fulton team,
and despite its leng lovanoty, all
writing Is still easily readable.
It's Time For Grass Roots Action To Save
Distilling Industry For Kentucky's Economy
The search for new industry is
becoming one of the most highly com-
petitive fields in all the Nation, even
the world. There is hardly a progres-
sive community in all America that is
not making some individual effort to
lure the small and large industries in
this country that are either moving
from one location to another or ex-
panding operations.
These community efforts are
greatly aided by the larger and more
concerted programs- undertaken by
district, regional and State agencies,
spear-headed, as in Kentucky and
Tenessee by alert and efficient De-
partments of Commerce. We applaud
the industry-seeking efforts made by
the various agencies at all levels.
WP similarly share the frustra-
tions encountered by these groups as
a result of the rather odd inconsisten-
cies prevalent in the tax structures of
governmental agencies that tend to
discourage, rather than encourage in-
dustries to locate in certain localities.
Never was the inconsistency
made more evident than it was this
week when we received two com-
munications, in the same mail, re-
garding the industrial climate of Ken-
tucky.
First, we opened a copy of Busi-
ness Week for November 6, obviously
sent to all Kentucky newspapers un-
der private cover so the editors might
view the nation-wide attempts being
made to lure industry to our State.
On page 142 of Business Week there
appears a particularly clever adver-
tisement, inviting industries to come
to Kentucky for large profits in the
shoe business, insect wire screening
or in the manufacture of air condi-
tioning registers.
The advertisement was attention-
compelling because it told in a few,
well chosen words that in Kentucky
the industrial climate is good for any
and all kinds of industry.
On the other hand, and as we said
in the same mail, comes a copy of a
superbly edited magazine called LOU-
ISVILLE. With an accompanying let-
ter from its editor Helen Henry our
support was asked to "correct an
alarming economic situation" in our
state. The situation is the vital neces-
sity to repeal the "wasteful, discrimi-
natory production tax on whiskey."
The Kentucky General Assembly,
which convenes next January will
seek to repeal this production tax as
a matter of simple economics. We
shudder to think of the howl that will
be raised by do-gooders, tee-totalers,
and temperance groups to defeat this
repeal with little regard for the fact
that the existence of the law is losing
the State about $25 million dollars in
payrolls each year, to say nothing of
the thousands of jobs that are lost
when these distillers move to other
States as they are doing with marked
regularity.
There is a sickening hypocrisy to
the theory that excessive taxation
discourages use of any product, gen-
erally on moral grounds. It is a false
assumption, however since these
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onerous taxes _merely divert assumr.-
tion to the illicit liquor industry.
High taxes on the liquor industry do
not discourage usage, any more than
the cancer scare halted tobacco usage.
High taxes do not discourage the
usage of any product that people con-
sume by choice but they do create so-
cial problems, encourage crime and
spawn illegal manufacture and dis-
tribution.
It was during the 1956 General
Assembly that the five cents produc-
tion tax on whiskey was doubled to
ten cents. It was then, during the sec-
ond term of A. B. Chandler as gov-
ernor that legislators turned a deaf
ear to the admonition of distillers that
the increased production tax would
force the industry from Kentucky.
Now in 1965 we know that the distil-
lers were not "crying wolf," for some
4500 jobs and $25 million dollars in
payrolls have been lost to the state;
additional loss of 3300 jobs through
non-support from the primary group;
dimished production, erosion of the
ad valorem tax; and other revenue
losses.
Imposing a high tax on the liquor
industry has the same hypocritical
ring as the well-heeled farmer who
bellows about government spending
while going to the bank with a fat
subsidy check from his farm opera-
tion. Or the absurdity of the Missis-
sippi Legislature, which votes "dry"
consistently and yet collects "a black
market tax" on its whiskey sales. Mis-
sissippi is still the only 'dry" State
in the nation. We have seen the "law
of diminishing returns" operate, tak-
ing money from Kentucky cash regis-
ters to fill coffers of nearby states,
and hopefully we have learned an ex-
pensive lesson. We can wage a politi-
cal campaign at the Bluegrass-roots
level now that the pinch is being felt.
Ironically, revenue collected by the
State from distilled spirits is being
spent to induce industry to recognize
the advantages of this state and to at-
tempt to, attract more business. The
industry does have a staunch ally in
State Commissioner of Commerce
Katherine Peden, who realizes the
economic health of the entire state
will be effected by the decision of
this major industry. (Contributions to
the General Fund go to all counties,
wet or dry.) Federal tax cuts have
buoyed our national economy. Liquor
tax cuts could do the same for Ken-
tucky.
We may cluck our tongues when
we read of onlookers' indifference to
criminal_ acts or when we hear about
brutality of parents to children. In
another sense, apathy toward Ken-
tucky's economic suicide is just as
lamentable. '
Educators who were already yel-
ling "HELP" added their voices to the
distillers' chorus upon learning that
school funds throughout the state are
diminishing in proportion to the
amount of business outflow. The press,
chambers of commerce, radio and
television stations and other media
have been foresighted and courageous
in supporting the industry, and the
distillers laud them for it.
As part of a cogent letter outlin-
ing the distillers' position, Frank B.
Thompson, Jr., president of Glenmore
Distilleries Company, suggested as
remedial action, "It is your right and
privilege as a taxpayer in your own
state and county to express your
views on this subject to your legisla-
tor, congressman, and senator. . . we
hope you will feel motivated to do
so."
We should do so before the entire
industry has "crossed its Rubicon."
Fulton County has a real stake in
the vitality of the distilling industry
in Kentucky. The same forces that
can tax a giant manufacturing indus-
try out of the State, can also tax
and legislate against a wholesale and
retail industry allied with the manu-
facture of said product.
We hope that the alcoholic bever-
age industry in Fulton and other so-
called "wet" counties in Kentucky
will face up to the necessity of wag-
ing a grass-roots campaign to save the
distilling industry for Kentucky and
for the economic well being of this
region.
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"Sometimes it's hard to distinguish between legitimate
entertainment and partying around."
November 9, 1945
Interest in the activities of the
American Legion is steadily in-
creasing as returning veterans of
World War II join the organization.
lumbers are planning the annual
Armistice Day banquet at the Le-
gion Cabin here for Friday night,
according to Commander H. J.
Eaxley, who will preside. The com-
mittee on arrangements for the
banquet is composed of Mr. and
Mis. R. A. FowLkes, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
Whitesell, Raymond Williams and
Mrs. R. L. Harris. Robert Lamb is
in charge of the program.
Members of South Fulton high
school band, under the direction of
Ed Eller, will play Saturday morn-
ing at the Reynolds Packing Com-
pany's program in Union City, as
the "A" award is presented that
firm. The local band has also been
invited to participate in the Arm-
istice Day program at Obion next
Monday.
Under a new set-$p Fulton is to
have an all-night bus station in the
near future. Under present plans
the bus station will be located on
the corner of Fourth and Carr
Streets.
Fire of undetermined origin de-
stroyed the Pirtle Garage at Water
Valley Thursday night, November
1, with damage estimated at $40,-
000. Carl Pirtle, of Water Valley,
was owner and operator; A. W.
Mullins of Fulton was chief me-
chanic, and Grace Hill of Fulton
was bookkeeper.
From Beelerton: Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Clapp and son
Tom entertained with a steak sup-
per. Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
Paschal Dockery and Bettie, and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Moore and
Judie.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd and Gil-
bert and Shine attended a dinner
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Jackson in Clinton Sunday, honor-
ing Earl Lamb, who has returned
home with a discharge.
From Palestine: The Women's
Society of Christian Service met
Thursday with Mrs. Gus Browder
in an all day meeting, week of
prayer being observed. A pot luck
lunch was served at noon.
From West State Line: Mr. and
Mrs. Hillman Collier have almost
completed their new home. It is a
beau:iful country home, which any
community could be proud to have.
Most of the farmers are through
gathering corn and sowing wheat.
Most of the corn gathering was
with corn pickers, which is much
faster. Farmers are now getting
oLudy to start their tobacco season
to get it stripped and ready for
market as soon as a good rain
comes.
From Mount Moriah: Rev. Bucher
preached at Mt. Moriah the fourth
Sunday, his last sermon for this
year. He resigned some itme ago
because of ill health and will re-
tire from the ministry. He plans to
make his home in Paris, Tenn.,
where his two daughters live.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Guthrie left
about ten days ago for Nashville,
where he has employment. Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Grissom will move to the
house vacated by them on the Fred
Thomas farm.
AIN11111111ensert. 
Tid Bits
of Kentucky Folklore
"TIMES .:ND SEASONS"
Recently, in preparing to write
an article for a folklore journal on
fuik beliefs, I have gone over my
sfiles to check on times and seasons
and the part they play in folkways.
Just about every month and week
and day of the week and special
day has some belief attached to it.
To try to remember all of them
would tax my mind that I have
ever become acquainted with. May-
be that is the reason that there are
many contradictory beliefs as I
said in an srticls some months ago.
January Is a good place to start.
The first twelve days of the month
summarize, in brief, the weather
for the following twelve months. Of
course, temperature cannot enter
this picture, but clear or clouded
skies will prophesy the weather ac-
curately enough. Of course, another
school of thought says that the
twelve days between Old Christmas
and New Christmas are the ones to
watch for prophecies of the wea-
ther for the next season. Take your
choice, but be sure to watch both of
them.
February brings one valuable bit
of weather lore: if it thunders in
that month, there will be frost on
the corresponding day of April (0T
May, say some). That same thund-
er is hard on goose eggs, killing the
eml—yos in the shell. Maybe most
geese in Kentucky are not laying
eggs quite that early.
March is running-over full of por-
tents and luck signs. For every fog
in March there is a frost in May.
Everybody knows about March
starting off like a lion or a lamb
and cnding the other way. Except
for March 27, the whole month is
a bad-luck time to get married.
Just why that day is a lucky one
I cannot find out. There are some
secrets that I, as an investigator,
just cannot uniavel. One old man
that I have asked about refuses to
get a haircut in March; my infor-
mant says the old fellow will get
rather taggy, but April 1 will be
lucky enough to have his locks
trimmed dowa to size.
Apiil usuauy brings Easter, about
which all aorta of beliefs have
grown up. If Easter is early, spring
itself will be early. If April is
rainy, that means a good crop year
to follow. A cow, in Kentucky, at
least, can make her own living
after Easter, whether it comes
early or late. And all gardners
know that beans planted on Good
Friday will not be in danger of
frost. If a storm or squall did not
occur at Easter or near it, all of us
would decide the calendar-makers
had got their calculations all mixed
up.
May 1 is a sacred folk day. On
that day you can remove your win-
ter underwear, the children can
start going barefooted, you can
shine a mirror over a well and see
your lover's face in the water,
away down there. But this mirror
business is tricky, for, instead of
the face, you might see the dim
outlines of a coffin. If your bees
swarm in May, that's fine:
"A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a load of hay."
However, if they decide to wati
a little while, they become less val-
uable:
"A swarm of bees in June
Is worth a silver spon;
But a swarm of bees in July
Isn't worth a fly."
June, say the poets and lot of so-
ciety editors, is marriage month-
Apparently a good many romantic
people plan their marriages then.
When I asked one elderly fellow
whether he got married in June, he
said he chose March instead, or,
rather the girl did. And he was af-
ter the girl and not after June or
a society-column write-up.
July is the time to finish laying-
by your corn.
And July 4 should bring you
some good roasting-ears from your
earliest corn.
Watch July 2, for the weather for
the following six weeks will be
prophesied by that day's weather.
Some farmers refuse to plant
corn on July 1, 2, or 3; they say,
when cornered, that the corn will
not have time to mature; but I
have seen corn planted several
days later than these dates.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Boy. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT - - -
Thanks—and a pledge! Those are
the two things I give voters of Ken-
tucky for their approval by an
amazing margin of the $176 mil-
lion state bond issue in the recent
election.
My thanks go out to all those who
voted for it and worked for it—and
to the leadership of both • political
parties who in an unprecedented
display of unity for a good purpose
gave it strong, bipartisan support.
My pledge is that those of us
,who now have the opportunity to
build a better and more progressive
Kentucky will carry out to the ut-
most the mandate given us with
Le splendid financial aid provided.
Many, many people in all parts
of the state—from Madrid Bend to
the Big Sandy—worked long and
hard in behalf of the bond issue,
and many organizations, both state-
wide and local, give it their un-
qualified endorsement.
One of the most heart-warming
things election day was to see stu-
dents of the University of Louis-
ville and of the University of Ken-
tucky and the several state colleges
working at precincts everywhere
for passage.
The approval of the voters means
more and better highways, schools,
parks and health facilities, increas-
ed industrialization, more profitable
agriculture, more jobs and a high-
er standard of living, both for us
and our children.
The $139 million of the bond issue
earmarked for roads will give us
a total, with Federal matching
funds, of $736 million to complete
the Interstate system in Kentucky,
to start and complete the Appala-
chian system, and to make $44 mil-
lion worth of improvements to the
primary system.
Earniarks have been placed on
$37 million of the bond issue total
to construct various state building
projects. The $37 million will be
used to match or supplement 07.5
million in Federal grants, revenue
bonds and local funds.
The $124.5 million total of general
bond issue and other funds will be
used to finance major plant expan-
sion at the University of Kentucky,
the University of Louisville and the
five state colleges, besides con-
struction for the state parks, public
health and other services.
My congratulations also go to the
voters of the City of Louisville for
passage by a nine to one margin
of their $29S million bond issue.
This amount, supplemented by an
equal amount of State and Federal
matching money, is designed to
provide funds for the University of
Louisville, General Hospital, urban
renewal and other worthwhile pro-
jects.
Passage of both bond issues
shows what can be done by the
people for the people when there
is a meeting of minds and a unity
of effort and of purpose. What is
more, both bond issues can be paid
off from routine revenue without an
increase in taxes. Meanwhile and
for long afterwards, we will profit
by the action taken November 2.
THE NEWS, NO DOUBT
The sea floor has been called the
world's biggest junkyard. Ocean
explorers report that empty cans,
bottles, and waste of all kind litter
the floors of the Atlantic Ocean,
the Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean.
Captain Jacques-Yves Cousteau,
whose expeditions are supported by
National Geographic, said recently
that he would never forget his first
deep dive in a bathyscaphe: "I
landed in front of a spread-out
newspaper."
THANKS
I thank you for your vote of confidence and par-
ticularly do I thank all the people who made phone
calls and contacts to get out the votes.
I shall endeavor to justify your confidence in me
by serving to the best of my ability to keep Fulton
going forward.
moo,.
Gilbert DeMyer
THE
FULTON LIONS CLUB
PRESENTS ITS 1965
MINSTREL SHOW
MON. and TUES. NOV. 15 and 16 7:30 P. M.
CARR AUDITORIUM
FULTON, KY.
Adm. Adults
Children 50c
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Dear Friends:
We all have been seeing pictures
of St. Laurent's Mondrian dresses
In the newspapers and fashion mag-
azines this winter. When I was in
Paris this spring, St. Laurent was
so helpful and considerate when I
went to his shop that when the
French Ambassadress asked if
would invite the young Parisian de-
signer to our house in Washington,
I agreed with pleasure. Being in
Kentucky, I asked Mrs. George
Stevens, the former Elizabeth
Guest, and my young niece, Lor-
raine Rowan, to give a small re-
ception for me, and to write you
and me about it. This is my niece's
letter.
Dear Aunt Lorraine:
It was a cold evening in Wash-
ington and your house was warm
and beautiful with candles shining
and a big fire burning in the liv-
ing room and library. Elizabeth
Stevens and I were ready at the
dot of 5:30. The first arrivals were
the three newspaper ladies and
photographers, and we had a ner-
vous—for me—wait before Yves St.
Laurent arrived. He had had a long
day with press conferences and a
private tour of the White House. He
looked rather like a teenager, young
And nervous, and was so sweet to
me. He made me feel much older
than nineteen.
Shortly, both rooms filled quick-
ly with guests of all ages interested
in talking with the young Parisian
stop CIA DRAFTS
war IP tit E.
Isalers IP•••toeste
T
SERVICE
REPAIIIS
Ac.sennas lostalled
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-9843
about his dresses and his new per-
fume, "Y". It is a very light, young
perfume and most of the ladies
splashed it on from a huge bottle
St. Laurent had given me when he
arrived. Mme. Peyrimboff, Direct-
or of his salon in Paris, came in
an original Mondrian dress which
was beige, black and red, and was
inspired by the Dutch painter, Piet
Mondrian, whose geometric com-
positions proportionately approxi-
mate the female figure. Elizabeth
Stevens also wore a simple trapeze
shaped St. Laurent fashioned with
large pearl buttons in the back.
Everyone seemed very clothes con-
scious. Each of us had chosen her
dress carefully, and every dress
suited Its wearer — for a change.
This should have pleased St. Laur-
ent, who believes a woman should
express her own personality in her
clothes. He also believes that wo-
men should not make men uncom-
fortable by dressing with exagger-
ated elegance, so he designs clothes
which are younger and more re-
laxed than most of the French de-
signers. Here is a quote from Max-
ine Cheshire, a Washington Post
Staff Writer, which I thought might
Interest you.
"Lorraine Rowan, who was also
giving the party and who is Mrs.
Cooper's niece, refused steadfastly,
despite repeated prying, to reveal
the origin of her heavy ribbed white
silk faille. The sheath, which had
no more than four seams, two
darts, and a hem. . . inked like a
Givenchy, but St. Laurent looked
her straight in the eye, and pre-
tended to be so entranced that he
never for a moment glanced down
to see what she was wearing."
So glad you are having such a
marvelous time in Kentucky, but
we miss you here.
Love,
Lorraine
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
November 12: Lt. Jerry Alston,
Angela Bland, E. A. Frazier, Melo-
dy Futrell; November 13: John E.
Bard, Gene Cannon, Gary, Fields,
Oebbie Croce, Kenneth Morgan;
November 14: Vicki Brown, Dianne
Liliker, Amanda Milani;
November 15: Dorris D. Harris,
Gigi Laird; November 16: Debby
Gregory; November 17: Al Bushart,
Janice Fields, Tommy Taylor; No-
vember 18: Mrs.-Sam Flowers, W.
L. Holland.
You'll Say they're delicious'
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
Need Money for Feed or Feeders?
GET IT
•
•-11.
•
• . • a
• -
from your PCA1
We'll provide money to help you feed out hogs, cattle or
sheep ...do it with a loan that works for you in a number
of important ways:
Low Isiores.... the rate is law and you pay only for the
money actually used and for the time it's used.
Personal Sorelee ... your loan is planned by men who
know agriculture ...who can tailor credit to fit your needs.
OweershIp...PCA is owned by the people who use lin
services... your loan makes you a mesnber-owner.
Production Credit Associations are now serving more than
a half-million farmers and feeders. Stop in, get the details.
JOHN P. WILSON
Pleld Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone /34-25•6
PCA LOANS
WARREN BARD
Plaid Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5141
Mrs. Ernestine Holt, Mr. House Gordon- Blaylock Page 3
Married In Home Wedding Sunday Nuptials Read State Seeks
The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 11, 1965
Of interest in Fulton and the
vicinity is the announcement of the
marriage of Mrs. Ernestine Reid
Holt to Harry Hays House, both
of Fulton. The wedding was solem-
nized in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Reid Holt at two o'clock
in the afternoon on Sunday, the
seventh of November, nineteen hun-
dred and sixty-five.
The vows were said before the
large picture window in the living-
room. Tall floor baskets filled with
white gladioli and Jade fern were
placed at the sides of the window.
Miss Susan Holt, granddaughter
of the bride, played the traditional
wedding march for the entrance of
the wedding party. The Rev. W. T.
Barnes, minister of the First Meth-
odist Church, officiated at the im-
pressive double ring ceremony.
The bride wore a handsome after-
noon dress of pastel blue sheer
wool, designed along sheath lines.
The bodice was encrusted with
matching wool lace. Her accessor-
ies complemented her dress. Her
corsage was a large white fuschia
centered orchid.
Mr. Holt served as best man and
Mrs. Holt was the matron of honor.
Her three-piece knit suit was of
hciliday red and her corsage was
of carnations.
Wedding guests were relatives of
the couple.
Following the ceremony, Mr. and
Mrs. Holt entertained with an in-
formal reception. The refresh-
ment table was draped with a
handsome cutwork linen cloth, and
white candles in silver holders
flanked the spreading arrangement
of white gladioli. Susan, Ann and
Ellen Holt assisted their mother in
serving the guests.
Following a wedding trip, Mr.
and Mrs. House will make their
home in Fulton.
Letters To Editor
OPERATION AMIGO, INC
November 8, 1965
Dear Jo:
Thank you for your letter and
tearsheets dated November 4th and
5th. We appreciate your thinking of
us. I hope you have 20 or 30 copies
of each edition in the mail. We will
send them to those countries who
produce bananas as well as our
ties in Ecuador. This can prepare
the way for your request of a
larger participation next year.
I also appreciate your letter to
Mr. David Rockefeller and your
comments, of course, about our
program.
I spoke to Martinez Fonts this
morning. He also received copies
which are being forwarded to Ecu-
ador. Thank you so much Jo.
There will always be a portion of
Kentucky in my office.
Most sincerely,
H. Stuart Morrison
Director
THE BERLITZ SCHOOL OF
LANGUAGES
November 3rd, 1965
Mrs. Jo Westpheling, President
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Ky. • South Fulton, Than.
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I wish to thank you most sincere-
ly for your kind letter dated Oc-
tober 15th, referring to your desire
to learn the Spanish language. For
your information, I am enclosing
some general literature in the form
of booklets about our Berlitz
Method of instruction.
Congratulations on your success-
ful Banana Festival!
We could possible arrange for
sonic special lessons at your place,
and it would, however, depend on
the number of students, and the
number of lessons which you may
be interested in taking everyday,
etc. Or perhaps you may be inter-
ested in coming as a group (al-
though we have no idea on the
number of persons interested) per-
haps every Saturday.
In the meantime, I would sug-
gest for you to obtain a set of
records, which we have available
hem, or some self-teaching books,
to start getting a little familiar
with the language, which by the
way, it is easy to learn.
I would appreciate your reply in-
dicating if for grown-ups, children,
etc. etc.
Our best wishes to you, Mrs.
Westpheling.
Very truly yours,
John N. Jimenez, Director
(Ed's Note: The request was
made to the Borlitz School In tha
hopes that a few months before
next year's Festival classes could
be conducted hero for all persons
Interested in learning Spanish.)
Bk..-Trs.R ROADS COUNCIL
465 East High St. Lexington, Ky.
November 8, 1965
Dear Friends:
This is a sincere note of thanks
for your cooperation during the
campaign highlighting Kentucky's
$176 million Bond Issue.
We are appreciative of your
many efforts to thoroughly inform
the citizenry of facts regarding this
matter. Because of the generous
amount of space devoted to the
Bond Issue by newspapers in every
section of the Commonwealth, Ken-
tuckians were intelligently prepared
to voice their opinions on Novem-
ber 2.
As a fellow newspaperman, I take
special pride in seeing how indi-
viduals depend upon the Fourth Es-
tate for adequate coverage, and to
properly guide them in matters of
vital concern.
Tommy Preston
Associate Director
October 28, 1965
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I wish you are as always: fine. I
hope everything is all right in Ful-
ton too.
We had such a wonderful time,
that for my part I think it is the
best time I have had in my life. I
enjoyed the festival so much that
I can't find the necessary words to
thank you for all the things you did
for us.
In name of my school I want to
thank you very much for inviting
the Escuela Americana to the fes-
tival; and in my name I will like
to congratulate you for the exist-
ence of the Banana Festival.
For my part I won't ever forget
those days, nor the people I met.
It was so great to be with you,
that whenever I can come back I
will. Right now I am working hard
on my science project to see if I
can represent my country again in
the U. S. Science Fair. Maybe that
way I'll be able to attend to the
next Festival too, and if I can't
that way I'll try to do it by my-
self.
Oh, before I forget, I want to tell
you that I also learned something
new while I was in Fulton: I learn-
ed to play the drums. Just for the
fun of being on the Talent Show I
decided to try the drums, with
Gustavo Darquea and Henry Cuel-
lar with the guitars. And right now
(I am so happy I tried to) because
I am going to play on a group
formed by boys from the school.
I would like all of you to come
to El Salvador, I would be so.happy
to show you my country. Maybe
one day you can come, and if you
do I'll be glad to have you at our
home. If you ever do come please
let me know, my parents will be
delighted to have you with us and
maybe we could start a program to
get Fulton and South Fulton High
Schools closer to ours.
Again, thank you very much Mrs.
Westpheling, I won't be able to
forget you.
Sincerely yours,
Roberto Mansferrer
(Ed's Note: The following letter
deserves to be published for a job
well done by a staunch Festival
supporter and a good public of-
ficial.)
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
October 26, 1965
Mr. John Reeks
South Fulton
Tennessee
Dear John:
First, let me tell you how good
It was to see Yetr the other day
at the Banana Festival,
Second, let me thank you from
the bottom of my heart for looking
after the Pilots. You did a mar-
velous job, and I'm sorry I haven't
written you before now.
We've been trying to adjourn this
Congress, and I haven't even had
time to get a good breath of air,
much less sit down and dictate a
letter.
Looking forward to seeing you
when I get borne, and assuring you
that any time I can return the favor
in any way, please don't hesitate
to call on me.
With every good wish, I remain
Sincerely your friend,
Is/ Fats
Robert A. Everett
Ed's Note: Pat and Judy Magee
edit one of the best weekly news-
papers in Kentucky. Their com-
ments on our Festival edition
please us more than we can say,
for these two "pros" have seen
and edited some mighty ftne edi-
tions themselves.)
The Advance-Yeoman
Wickliffe, Kicky
October 29, ISM
Jo and Paul:
My most sincere congratulations
on your tremendous Festival issue.
It is, without a doubt, the best
"special" I have ever seen.
Pat Magee
The marriage of Mrs. Patricia
Gordon and Mr. Edward Blaylock
was solemnized on Monday, No-
vember 8, at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening, in the home of Rev. and
Mrs. Norman Crittenden on Jack-
son Street, Fulton, with Rev.
Crittenden performing the double
ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Beard of Beeler-
ton and the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Blaylock
of Cuba.
Mr. Jimmie Blaylock, of Cuba,
served as best man and Mrs.
Blaylock as matron of honor.
Attending were members of the
families of the bride and groom.
Following the wedding, a recep-
tion was held in the home of the
bride's parents.
TURKEY DINNER!
The Harmony Methodist Church
will sponsor a turkey dinner on
Sunday, November 21, in the Cayce
School. Serving will begin at 11:30
a. m. and the price is $1.50 for
adults and 75c for children.
Applicants For
Nurses Aides
The State Department of Person-
nel has announced it is now receiv-
ing applications for employment as
nurses aides, particularly male
aides, at a higher starting salary.
The new scale of $199 a monthfor beginners, a $19 per month in-
crease, become effective November
1. After one year's service, the
aides will be given an increase to$230 a month. The maximum salary
is $279 a month.
Hospitals needing aides are Cen-
tral State, at Louisville; Frankfort
State, Frankfort; Western State,
Hopkinsville; Kentucky State, Dan-
ville; Outwood State, Dawson
Springs, and Eastern State, Lex-
ington. All are operated by the
State Department of Mental Health.
SO, DON'T EAT 'EM
Merely a bite or two from the
Amanita mushroom, the so-called
"destroying angel," can cause vio-
lent stomach-ache, breakdown of
blood cells, and finally death, the
National Geographic says.
-ON INDUSTRY BOARD
Larry Depp, Jr., vice president
of Johnson, Depp and Quise-nberry,
Owensboro, has been named as one
of the twelve directors of the As-
sociated Industries of Kentucky.
Mr. Depp is married to the for-
mer Miss Carmen Pigue.
IN CONFERENCE
Attending the First District Con-
ference of Parents and Teachers
in Murray Monday were Mrs. Rob-
ert Morgan, Mrs. Flynn Powell,
Mrs. L. M. McBride and Mrs.
James Green, who served as dele-
gates from West Fulton PTA.
That Local averse Vat
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
Wrecker Service
Radio Dispatched —
106 W. State Lbw
Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 4724976
•
Genuine Crystal
CUT GLASS
one glass with 7 gallon gasoline purchase
Here's another quality premium offer by your Good
Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. You get one 12-ounce,
crystal cut glass FREE with every purchase of 7 gal-
lons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline. Thew heavy-base
beverage glasses will add to the attractiveness of your
table setting. And they're ideal for use when enter-
taining. Start now to collect a complete set of glasses
at Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealers displaying the
"FREE CUT GLASS" sign.
Offer expires November 30, 1965
"Hurry! Only 3 Weeks Left"
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
•
•
November 8th
•••••••••••1,
I.
Principal Lester Betty (left) and Ed Fritts, manager of Radio Station WENK in Union City are about as
happy as Brenda Clinard about the award she won f or writing the top essay in Obion County.
JEWELS, DIAMONDS AND CRYSTAL—"Jewel Manor"
has been selected as the name for the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club's planned State rehabilitation center for girls,
named in honor of Mrs. Jewel Hamilton (left), Bardstown,
KFWC President, and the 75th Diamond Jubilee anniversary
of the General Federation of Women's Clubs. The KFWC
plans a Diamond Jubilee ball in Frankfort December 3 to help
raise funds for the center. Central decoration theme will be
crystal chandeliers, with decorations furnished and supervised
by Stewarts Dry Goods Company, whose president, Kenneth
H. Williams, Louisville, is shown here with Mrs. Hamilton.
In Kentucky
in the game room
beer's the one.
for good taste
good fun
i# You name your game, ping-pong or check-ers, cards or chess. Play it hard, and ittakes a lot out of you. That's when you
like most to settle down in a soft chair and enjoy
your friends' talk and your beer's taste. Beer was
made to relax with. Made to refresh you, cool
you, cheer your taste. So next time you're playing
some sociable at-home game, take time
out for the companionable taste of beer.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
• P.O. Out um, Lewisville, Mainly 4111.111 •
South Fulton
Junior Wins
Top Award
Brenda Clinard, a South Fulton
High School student, won the top
award for her essay on "Why Pup-
ils Should Not Drop Out Of School."
Brenda was presented with a $75.00
scholarship and a trophy to be giv-
en to the South Fulton school.
The contest was sponsored by
the Obion County Farm Bureau
and was open to all Obion County
and Union City school juniors. The
college scholarship was presented
by the Farm Bureau, with the sec-
ond and third prizes presented by
Radio Station WENK in Union
City.
Ray Harm To
Join Others
In Seminar
Reservations are still available
for an art seminar to be held No-
vember 12-14 at Jenny Wiley State
Park, Prestonsburg, the State
Parks Department has announced.
The seminar staff will include
Ray Harm, Kentucky wildlife artist
and naturalist; Sam Sarkisian, art
educator and portraltbit, Cleveland;
and George Joseph, artist, Courier-
Journal.
Lecture and work sessions have
been scheduled to provide maxi-
mum participation by those attend-
ing. The staff will discuss basic art
techniques and fundamentals as
well as practical methods gained
from the participant's own experi-
ence.
• Expertly Prepared • Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfectly sized for furnace,
stove. stoker.
City Coal Co.
—Phone 472-1150
PROCLAMATION
Whereas, the week of November 7-13 has been
designated as American Education Week; and
Whereas, our democracy functions around the
principal that every child's birthright is that of a
sound, well-rounded education, and our progress
and existence depend on this education;
Whereas, the teachers and educators of the na-
tion are entrusted with the greatest and most im-
portant job in the world - that of molding our future
scientists and leaders in all fields;
Now, therefore, we, the mayors of Fulton, Ken-
tucky and South Fulton, Tennessee do hereby pro-
claim November 7-13, 1965 as American Education
Week in the Twin Cities and urge all our citizens to
take this opportunity to visit our schools and be-
come familiar with their administration and extend
special recognition to all teachers and educators.
/s/ Gilbert DeMyer
Mayor of the City of Fulton, Ky.
/s/ Rex Ruddle
Mayor of the City of South Fulton, Tenn.
Fallon City Schools
Hold Open Hesse
In obseryance of American Edu-
cation Week, there will be open
house at Carr Elementary, Fulton
High and Terry Norman today,
November 11.
Milton Elementary School is
holding open house the entire
week, with an &marbly program
on Friday.
All parents are urged to visit the
schools.
Trooper Cited
For Heroism
A tourist stopped State Police
Trooper Johnnie A. Sims near Lee's
Ford Dock on Cumberland Lake in
Pulaski County last June 3 to ask
road directions.
As he answered the tourist's
question, the trooper heard a wo-
man scream and rushed to her.
She pointed to a small girl, whose
too-large life preserver was holding
her upside-down in the lake.
The 27-year-old trooper from
Waynesburg in Lincoln County, who
was on routine patrol duty from
the State Police post at London,
dived into the water in full uniform
and swam some 30 feet to the girl.
Sims extricated her from the life
preserver and swam to shore where
he administered first aid and had
her bre ing normally again in a
few Iutes.
In persenting a certificate and
ribbon to Sims, denoting meritori-
ous service, Col. James E. Bassett,
director of the State Police, said:
"The quick thinking and quick
action of Trooper Sims resulted in
saving the life of this two-year-old
child. Trooper Sims' actions are in
accord with the highest traditions
of the Kentucky State Police."
P. 0. CLOSED TODAY!
The Fulton postoffice will be
closed today, (Thursday) in observ-
ance of Veterans' Day. There will
be no city or rural deliveries on
this day. Mail for postoffice boxes
will be distributed as usual.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
AMERICAN EDUCATION
WEEK
NOVEMBER 7-13
THEME:
INVEST IN LEARNING
Sunday, November 7
to strengthen moral and spirit-
ual values
Monday, November 8
to cultivate the Intellect
Tuesday, November 9
to enhance personal fulfillment
Wednesday, November 10
to Improve earning power
Thursday. November 11
to develop good citizenship
Fric:ay, November 12
to enrich family and com-
munity life
Saturday, November 13
to deepen international under-
standing
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky. Phone 4724503
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of Insures°.
"Covering Everything"
422 Lake S.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
•MINIlf----1Wrallerner'n111111-311111111111W-nelalellIntrallW--71111,1WIf --assas—sinr—we—weir -atem—noss.-
The Most Exciting Broadloom
Offer S. P. Moore and Company
Has Made in Years . . .
SPECIAL VALUE EVENT
THICK, LUXURIOUS,
FASHION-RIGHT
Want a high-pile, quality broadloom at a
budget babying price? With an unusual con-
temporary texture that goes with any decor?
Then you want "First Class," — with carpet
pile made of plump Cumuloft ® nylon that
needs little care, shrugs off wear, is abso-
lutely moth-proof, mildew-proof; anti-aller-
genic — and has double jute "Bak-Lok"
backing for added stability on your floors1
795PERsa YD.
Installed
Choose "First Class" in Coffee Malt, Welcome Red,
Flax Brown, Island Green, Vintage, Rustique,
Daytona Sand, Splendor Blue, Fortune Gold, Braid Gold,
Tropic Sand, Mountain Green. Come choose the ones
you like best ... todayI
S. P. Moore
and Company
Phone 472-1392
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Louis Boaz
Found Dead
In City Jail
A 43-year-old Water Valley man
was found hanged in the Fulton
city jail cell at 4:30 p. m. Monday,
some three hours after he had been
arrested by State Police and charg-
ed with driving while intoxicated.
Fulton police chief Richard Myatt
said that Louis Boaz's death had
been ruled a suicide by Coroner
Donald Chaney.
Boaz was a painter for the Boaz
Paint Company, owned by his bro-
ther, Russell Boaz.
Myatt said that Boaz was jailed
about 1:30 p. m., following his ar-
rest by State Trooper Joe Hill.
A. E. Campbell, Fulton police-
man, discovered the body when he
went into the jail to feed the prison-
ers.
Chief Myatt reported Boaz hadhooked his belt around his neck
and tied the other end to the sidebars of the cell.
Boaz leaves his wife, Mrs. Eve-lyn Gossum Boaz; two daughters,
Lind Gayle Price of Russellville,
Ark., and Judy Boaz of Water Val-ley; one brother, Russell Boaz of
Fulton; four sisters, Mrs. Mary
Inman, Mrs. Anna Belle Weaver,
Mrs. Ruby Wiggins of Water Val-ley and Mrs. Mozelle Hobbs of
Fulton.
Funeral services were held yes-
terday (Wednesday) afternoon in
Hornbeak's Funeral Home with
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Burial was in Boaz Chapel Ceme-
tery.
DEATHS
0. C. Liston
Funeral services for Otha Clifton
Linton, were held Sunday afternoon
at Whitnel Funeral Home, with
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, officiating.
Interment was in Fairview Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Linton, 72, a local contractor
and carpenter, died last Friday
morning in Kennedy General Hos-
pital at Memphis.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ruth
Coulter Linton; a daughter, Mrs.
W. C. Roberson, Jr., of Fulton; a
son, Otha W. Linton of Highland
Park, Ill., a sister, a brother, five
grandchildren, several nieces and
nephews.
W. II. Andrews
William Hardt Andrews, 61, of
Hickman, Route 2, was fatally in-jured in a two-car automobile ac-
cident last Thursday morning while
enroute to Union City to work.
Mr. Andrews bad spent all of his
life in Fulton County and attended
Fulton County schools. He was em-
ployed by Salant & Salant.
Funeral services were held Sat-
urday afternoon at David's Chapel
Church, with Rev. J. T. Drace of-
ficiating, assisted by Rt.v. John M.
Statham. Interment, in charge of
White Ranson Funeral Home, was
in East View Cemetery at Union
City.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Irene Watson Andrews; two
daughters. Mrs. Dee Langford and
Mrs. Raymond Forsythe of Hick-
map; a brother, two sisters and
three grandchildren.
B. F. Owen
Funeral services will be held this
(Thursday) afternoon at two o'clock
In Mount Zion Cumberland Presby-
terian Church for Benjamin Frank-
lin Owen. Rev. Joe Gardner will of-
ficiate, assisted by Rev. Frank
Blaine. Burial, under the direction
of Whitnel Funeral Home, will be
in Mcunt Zion Cemetery.
Mr. Gardner, 76 and a retired
Ballard County farmer, died in
Warren County Hospital, Bowling
Green, Thursday, November 9.
His wife preceded him in death in
July 1951.
Surviving is one daughter, Mrs.
Betty Latta of Bowling Green; two
sons, Doyce of Mayfield and Jessie
of Detroit; one brother, W. T.
Owen of Memphis; four sisters,
Mrs. Lee HollIhd and Mrs. Lucy
Tyner of Union City, Mrs. Fred
Elliott of Wingo and Mrs. Betty
Bryan of Ypsilanti, Michigan, also
five grandchildren.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
November 10:
JON S HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Carter, William
Netherland, Mrs. Clyde Burnette,
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan ,Mrs. Clifton
Cherry, Mrs. Warren Bard, Mrs.
Carl Bell, Mrs. Laura Wheeler,
Arthur Devore, Mrs. Joe Gates,
Mrs. S. H. Venable, W. L. Beck-
ett, Fulton; Mrs. Lee Ella Jona-
kin, Route 5, Fulton; Jessie Hedge,
Dukedom; T. W. Laws, Mrs. Net-
tie Stanley, Route 4, Dresden.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Sadie Johns, Letha Crenshaw,
Mrs. David Finch, Mrs. Addie Mat-
thews, Mrs. Mary Arrington, Mar-
vin Easley, Mrs. Tunny Overby,
Eddie Pennell, Tom Hales, Mrs.
Robert Mann, S. F. Jeffrees, Mrs.
George Cox, little Chris Powell,
Gwendora Williams, Fulton; Clas-
sic May Davis, Mrs. Angie Elvert,
Mrs. Jack Gardner, South Fulton;
Mrs. Kathleen Golden, Herman
McKeel, Water Valley; Travis
Grissom, Route 3, Martin; 011ie
Vincent, Mrs. Durrell McCall, Mrs.
Kenneth Taylor, Dukedom; Mrs.
Wesley McClure, Dave Jones,
Hickman; Mrs. William Farabough,
Route 3, Clinton; Aaron Prather,
E. A. Roach, Mrs. E. A. Roach,
Union City; Mary Gossum, Heath,
Ky.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Blanche Kaler, Terry Mc-
Daniel, Mrs. Vodie Hardin, Mrs.
Annie Moore, Doss Brown, Mrs.
Ima Phelps, Mrs. Ben Holland,
Mrs. W. L. Holland, Series Pigue,
Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Lubin Gris-
som, Carl Hastings, John Thomp-
son, Clyde Etheridge, Fulton; Mrs.
Dora Kibbler, Mrs. Marvin San-ders, Mrs. W. J. Tuffield, South
Fulton; Mrs. Jerry Conn, James
Hicks, Mrs. Monroe Floyd, Mrs.
W. W. Hardy, Route 1, Fulton; Ruel
Fulcher, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
Horace Reams, Route 3, Fulton;
H. B. Glover, Route 4, Fulton; J.
B. Byrn, A. G. Stewart, Mrs.
James Carter and baby, Water Val-
ley; Mrs. Lillie Hopkins, Route 1,
Clinton; Mrs. Radie Price, Route
4, Clinton; Felix Vaughn, Route 1,
Wingo; Rita Curtin, St. Louis.
Free Diabetes
Tests Given
During Week
Every man, woman, and *child in
Kentucky was urged today by Irv-ing F. Kanner, M. D., Lexington,
chairman of the Kentucky Medical
Association's Diabetes Committee,
to take advantage of the free dia-
betes tests offered by physicians,
hospitals, and laboratories during
National Diabetes Week which be-
gins Sunday.
The importance of early detec-
tion of diabetes was stressed by
Governor Ned Breathitt who has
proclaimed the period from No-
vember 14-20 as Diabetes Week in
Kentucky.
"An estimated 1,600,000 persons
m this country and 15,000 in Ken-
tucky alone have undiscovered dia-betes," said Doctor Kanner, "andit is to find these people and togive them an opportunity to take
advantage of available control
measures that the KMA has spon-
sored the Drive annually since1951."
He emphasized the importance ofbeing tested for diabetes each year,
since early detection can greatly
simplify the problems of control ofthe disease. "The unfortunate vic-
tims of the disease are those who
are unaware they have it," he said,
"because when caught early, very
often the only precautions needed
to insure a long life are control of
weight and diet."
Sore Throat
Danger Flag
For Children
starts between the ages of 5 and 15,
hut its effects can last a lifetime.
It is known that more than 1,200,-
000 Americans over the age of 18
have rheumatic heart disease,
usually as the result of a rheumatic
fever attack in childhood.
If every recognizable strep infec-
tion were promptly and thoroughly
treated, this enormous number of
victims could be reduced in coming
A sore throat can be a flag of
danger for your child. It may show
that a "strep" Infection is present.
And strap infection can lead to
rheumatic fever and rheumatic
heart disease, the cause of more
long-time disabling illness in chil-
dren than any other disease. 
Notall sore throats are strep
throats, of course. But the Ken-
tucky Heart Association warns that
a child who has the following symp-
toms should be examined by a
doctor without delay: If he com-
plains of a sore throat that has
come oa suddenly; if he has a fever
of 101 degrees or more; if his neck
glands are swollen; if it hurts him
to swallow.
Should the doctor diagnose the
trouble as strep throat, he can and
will immediately use the treatment
that is available to wipe out the
infection end to prevent rheumaticfever from taking hold.!thematic fever most commonly
generations. There is no valid rea-
son this cannot be done.
One especially bad feature about
rheumatic fever is that it is a re-
pearter, the Heart Association
i points out. It does not confer im-
munity to future attacks, as some
childhood diseases do. With each
attack, there is a new danger of
damage to the heart, especially to
the valves.
STATE'S SHARE OF GAS
TAX TOPS' CENTS
WASHINGTON —In 1935 the ave-
rage state gas tax was 3.8 cents
per gallon. This figure rose sharply
after World War 11 to reach 5.19
cents in 1954. The latest average is
6.22 cents in 1963. To the latter
figure, of course, is added the 4-
cent federal gas tax.
es•°'
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THE DRINKING PIGEON
Pigeons and their relatives in
the Old World sandgrouse family
share the unique ability to drink
water like a horse, with heads
down and bill immersed, the Na-
tional Geographic says. Other birds
must raise their heads to swallow.
BEING REAL POLITE
The famous order, "You ma
fire when you are ready, Gridley,
was given by Commodore Georg
Dewey to Charles V. Gridley, cat
tam n of the United States Navy flag
ship Olympia, at Manila Bay dui
mg the Spanish-American War.
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Ifs Time For Grass Roots Action To Save
Distilling Industry For Kentucky's Edonomy
The search for new industry is
becoming one of the most highly com-
petitive fields in all the Nation, even
the world. There is hardly a progres-
sive community in all America that is
not making some individual effort to
lure the small and large industries in
this country that are either moving
from one location to another or ex-
panding operations.
These community efforts are
greatly aided by the larger and more
concerted programs undertaken by
district, regional and State agencies,
spear-headed, as in Kentucky and
Tenessee by alert and efficient De-
partments of Commerce. We applaud
the industry-seeking efforts made by
the various agencies at all levels.
We similarly share the frustra-
tions encountered by these groups as
a result of the rather odd inconsisten-
cies prevalent in the tax structures of
governmental agencies that tend to
discourage, rather than encourage in-
dustries to locate in certain localities.
Never was the inconsistency
made more evident than it was this
week when we received two com-
munications, in the same mail, re-
garding the industrial climate of Ken-
tucky.
First, we opened a copy of Busi-
ness Week for November 6, obviously
sent to all Kentucky newspapers un-
der private cover so the editors might
view the nation-wide attempts being
made to lure industry to our State.
On page 142 of Business Week there
appears a particularly clever adver-
tisement, inviting industries to come
to Kentucky for large profits in the
shoe business, insect wire screening
or in the manufacture of air condi-
tioning registers.
The advertisement was attention-
compelling because it told in a few,
well chosen words that in Kentucky
the industrial climate is good for any
and all kinds of industry.
On the other hand, and as we said
in the same mail, comes a copy of a
superbly edited magazine called LOU-
ISVILLE. With an accompanying let-
ter from its editor Helen Henry our
support was asked to "correct an
alarming economic situation" in our
state. The situation is the vital neces-
sity to repeal the "wasteful, discrimi-
natory production tax on whiskey."
The Kentucky General Assembly,
which convenes next January will
seek to repeal this production tax as
a matter of simple economics. We
shudder to think of the howl that will
be raised by do-gooders, tee-totalers,
and temperance groups to defeat this
repeal with little regard for the fact
that the existence of the law is losing
the State about $25 million dollars in
payrolls each year, to say nothing of
the thousands of jobs that are lost
when these distillers move to other
States as they are doing with marked
-
regularity.
There is a sickening hypocrisy to
the theory that excessive taxation
discourages use of any product, gen-
erally on moral grounds. It is a false
assumption, however since these
EACH ISSUE OF THE NEWS is complete-
ly recorded on microfilm at tho University
of Kentucky library as a permanent and
historical record of the community and its
citizens. Microfilm NEWS film are am-
ple* from September 19111.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 219 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 4200
A number of tho Kentucky Prom Association
Second - class postage paid.' Fulton, Ky. 42M1.
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
the first of which was founded in NW
Voted ono of Kantlickyes "Bost AN Amend"
Weekly Pipers.
Subscription Rates: IS per roar in Pullen
leckman, *raves Counties, Ky, and Oblast and
Vfoaldry Counties, Tann. Ilisawksro llweughout
Ma United States 64.55 war year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 341$ Salm Tax.
Address all moll (subscriptions, change of ari•
dross. Forms SW) to Put OINso Ice Pif-
ts Kantedty, 4111N1.
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onerous taxes merely divert assump.-
tion to the illicit liquor industry.
High taxes on the liquor industry do
not discourage usage, any more than
the cancer scare halted tobacco usage.
High taxes do not discourage the
usage of any product that people con-
sume by choice but they do create so-
cial problems, encourage crime and
spawn illegal manufacture and dis-
tribution.
It was during the 1956 General
Assembly that the five cents produc-
tion tax on whiskey was doubled to
ten cents. It was then, during the sec-
ond term of A. B. Chandler as gov-
ernor that legislators turned a deaf
ear to the admonition of distillers that
the increased production tax would
force the industry from Kentucky.
Now in 1965 we know that the distil-
lers were not "crying wolf," for some
4500 jobs and $25 million dollars in
payrolls have been lost to the state;
additional loss of 3300 jobs through
non-support from the primary group;
dimished production, erosion of the
ad valorem tax; and other revenue
losses.
Imposing a high tax on the liquor
industry has the same hypocritical
ring as the well-heeled farmer who
bellows about government spending
while going to the bank with a fat
subsidy check from his farm opera-
tion. Or the absurdity of the Missis-
sippi Legislature, which votes "dry"
consistently and yet collects "a black
market tax" on its whiskey sales. Mis-
sissippi is still the only "dry" State
in the nation. We have seen the "law
of diminishing returns" operate, tak-
ing money from Kentucky cash regis-
ters to fill coffers of nearby states,
and hopefully we have learned an ex-
pensive lesson. We can wage a politi-
cal campaign at the Bluegrass-roots
level now that the pinch is being felt.
Ironically, revenue collected by the
State from distilled spirits is being
spent to induce industry to recognize
the advantages of this state and to at-
tempt to attract more business. The
industry does have a staunch ally in
State Commissioner of Commerce
Katherine Peden, who realizes the
economic health of the entire state
will be effected by the decision of
this major industry. (Contributions to
the General Fund go to all counties,
wet or dry.) Federal tax cuts have
buoyed our national economy. Liquor
tax cuts could do the same for Ken-
tucky.
We may cluck our tongues when
we read of onlookers' indifference to
criminal_ acts or when we hear about
brutality of parents to children. In
another sense, apathy toward Ken-
tucky's economic suicide is just as
lamentable.
Educators who were already yel-
ling "HELP" added their voices to the
distillers' chorus upon learning that
school funds throughout the state are
diminishing in proportion to the
amount of business outflow. The press,
chambers of commerce, radio and
television stations and other media
have been foresighted and courageous
in supporting the industry, and the
distillers laud them for it.
As part of a cogent letter outlin-
ing the distillers' position, Frank B.
Thompson, Jr., president of Glenrnore
Distilleries Company, suggested as
remedial action, "It is your right and
privilege as a taxpayer in your own
state and county to express your
views on this subject to your legisla-
tor, congressman, and senator . . . we
hope you will feel motivated to do
so."
We should do so before the entire
industry has "crossed its Rubicon."
Fulton County has a real stake in
the vitality of the distilling industry
in Kentucky. The same forces that
can tax a giant manufacturing indus-
try out of the State, can also tax
and legislate against a wholesale and
retail industry allied with the manu-
facture of said product.
We hope that the alcoholic bever-
age industry in Fulton and other so-
called "wet" counties in Kentucky
will face up to the necessity of wag-
ing a grass-roots campaign to save the
distilling industry for Kentucky and
for the economic well being of this
region.
STRICTLY BUSINESS by
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"Sometimes it's hard to distinguish between legitimio
entertainment and partying around."
November 9, 1945
Interest in the activities of the
American Legion is steadily in-
creasing as returning veterans of
World War II join the organization.
/timbers are planning the annual
Armistice Day banquet at the Le-
gion Cabin here for Friday night,
according to Commander H. J.
Easley, who will preside. The com-
mittee on arrangements for the
banquet is composed of Mr. and
Mi s. R. A. Fowlkes, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
Whitesell, Raymond Williams and
Mrs. R. L. Harris. Robert Lamb is
in charge of the program.
Members of South Fulton high
school band, under the direction of
Ed Eller, will play Saturday morn-
ing at the Reynolds Packing Com-
pany's program in Union City, as
the "A" award is presented that
firm. The local band has also been
invited to participate in the Arm-
istice Day program at Obion next
Monday.
Under a new set-ip Fulton is to
have an all-night bus station in the
near future. Under present plans
the bus station will be located on
the corner of Fourth and Carr
Streets.
Fire of undetermined origin de-
stroyed the Pirtle Garage at Water
Valley Thursday night, November
1, with damage estimated at $40,-
000. Carl Pirtle, of Water Valley,
was owner and operator; A. W.
Mullins of Fulton was chief me-
chanic, and Grace Hill of Fulton
was bookkeeper.
From Beelerton: Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Clapp and son
Tom entertained with a steak sup-
per. Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
Paschal Dockery and Bettie, and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Moore and
Judie.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd and Gil-
bert and Shirk attended a dinner
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Jackson in Clinton Sunday, honor-
ing Earl Lamb, who has returned
home with a discharge.
From Palestine: The Women's
Scciety of Christian Service met
Thursday with Mrs. Gus Browder
in an all day meeting, week of
prayer being observed. A pot luck
lunch was served at noon.
From West State Line: Mr. and
Mrs. Hillman Collier have almost
completed their new home. It is a
beau:iful country home, which any
community could be proud to have.
Most of the farmers are through
gathering corn and sowing wheat.
Most of the corn gathering was
with corn pickers, which is much
faster. Farmers are now getting
to start their tobacco season
to get it stripped and ready for
market as soon as a good rain
comes.
From Mount Moriah: Rev. Rucher
preached at Mt. Moriah the fourth
Sunday, his last sermon for this
year. He resigned some itme ago
because of ill health and will re-
tire from the ministry. He plans to
make his home in Paris, Tenn.,
where his two daughters live.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Guthrie left
about ten days ago for Nashville,
where he has employment. Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Grissom will move to the
house vacated by them on the Fred
Thomas farm.
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Tid Bits
of Kentucky Folklore
"TIMES SEASONS"
Recently, in preparing to write
an article for a folklore journal on
folk beliefs, I have gone over my
files to check on times and seasons
and the part they play in folkways.
Just about every month and week
and day of the week and special
day has some belief attached to it.
To try to remember all of them
would tax my mind that I have
ever become acquainted with. May-
be that is the reason that there are
many contradictory beliefs as I
said in an srticle some months ago.
January is a good place to start.
The first twelve days of the month
summarize, in brief, the weather
for the following twelve months. Of
course, temperature cannot enter
this picture, but clear or clouded
skies will prophesy the weather ac-
curately enough. Of course, another
school of thought says that the
twelve days between Old Christmas
and New Christmas are the ones to
watch for prophecies of the wea-
ther for the next season. Take your
choice, but be sure to watch both of
them.
February brings one valuable bit
of weather lore: if it thunders in
that month, there will be frost on
the corresponding day of April (or
May, say some). That same thund-
er is hart: on goose eggs, killing the
eml•ryos in the shelL Maybe most
geese in Kentucky are not laying
eggs quite that early.
March is running-over full of por-
tents and luck signs. For every fog
In March there is a frost in May.
Everybody knows about March
starting off like a lion or a lamb
and Ending the other way. Except
for March 27, the whole month is
a bad-luck time to get married.
Just why that day is a lucky one
I cannot find out. There are some
secrets that I, as an investigator,
just cannot uruavel. One old man
that I have asked about refuses to
get a haircut in March; my infor-
mant says the old fellow will get
rather taggy, but April 1 will be
lucky enough to have his locks
trimmed dowa to size.
Apli? usually brings Easter, about
which all sorts of beliefs have
grown up. If Easter is early, spring
itself will be early. If April is
rainy, that means a good crop year
to follow. A cow, in Kentucky, at
least, can make her own living
after Easter, whether it comes
early or late. And all gardners
know that beans planted on Good
Friday will not be in danger of
frost. If a storm or squall did not
occur at Easter or near it, all of us
would decide the calendar-makers
had got their calculations all mixed
up.
May 1 is a sacred folk day. On
that day you can remove your win-
ter underwear, the children can
start going barefooted, you can
shine a mirror over a well and see
your lover's face in the water,
away down there. But this mirror
business is tricky, for, instead of
the face, you might see the dim
outlines of a coffin. If your bees
swarm in May, that's fine:
"A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a load of hay."
However, if they decide to watt
a little while, they become less val-
uable:
"A swarm of bees in June
Is worth a silver spon;
But a swarm of bees in July
Isn't worth a fly."
June, say the poets and lot of so-
ciety editors, is marriage month.
Apparently a good many romantic
people plan their marriages them
When I asked one elderly fellow
whether he got married in June, he
said he chose March instead, or,
rather the girl did. And he was af-
ter the girl and not after June or
a society-column write-up.
July is the time to finish laying-
by your corn.
And July 4 should bring YOU
some good roasting-ears from your
earliest corn.
Watch July 2, for the weather for
the following six weeks will be
propuesied by that day's weather.
Some farmers refuse to plant
corn on July 1, 2, or 3; they say,
when cornered, that the corn will
not have time to mature; but I
have seen corn planted several
days later than these dates.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT - - -
Thanks—and a pledge! Those are
the two things I give voters of Ken-
tucky for their approval by an
amazing margin of the $176 mil-
lion state bond issue in the recent
election.
My thanks go out to all those who
uoted for it and worked for it—and
to the leadership of both political
parties who in an unprecedented
display of unity for a good purpose
gave it strong, bipartisan support.
My pledge is that those of us
who now have the opportunity to
build a better and more progressive
Kentucky will carry out to the ut-
most the mandate given us with
toe splendid financial aid provided.
Many, many people in all parts
of the state—from Madrid Bend to
the Big Sandy—worked long and
hard in behalf of the bond issue,
and many organizations, both state-
wide and local, give it their un-
qualified endorsement.
One of the most heart-warming
things election day was to see stu-
dents of the University of Louis-
ville and of the University of Ken-
tucky and the several state colleges
working at precincts everywhere
for passage.
The approval of the voters means
more and better highways, schools,
parks and health facilities, increas-
ed industrialization, more profitable
agriculture, more jobs and a high-
er standard of living, both for us
and our children.
The $139 million of the bond issue
earmarked for roads will give us
a total, with Federal matching
funds, of $736 million to complete
the Interstate system in Kentucky,
to start and complete the Appala-
chian system, and to make $44 mil-
lion worth of improvements to the
primary system.
Earmarks have been placed on
$37 million of the bond issue total
to construct various state building
projects. The $37 million will be
used to match or supplement 1E7.5
million in Federal grants, revenue
bonds and local funds.
The $124.5 million total of general
bond issue and other funds will be
used to finance major plant expan-
sion at the University of Kentucky,
the University of Louisville and the
five state colleges, besides con-
struction for the state parks, public
health and other services.
My congratulations also go to the
voters of the City of Louisville for
passage by a nine to one margin
of their $29.8 million bond issue.
This amount, supplemented by an
equal amount of State and Federal
matching money, is designed to
provide funds for the University of
Louisville, General Hospital, urban
renewal and other worthwhile pro-
jects.
Passage of both bond issues
shows what can be done by the
people for the people when there
is a meeting of minds and a unity
of effort and of purpose. What is
more, both bond issues can be paid
off from routine revenue without an
increase in taxes. Meanwhile and
for long afterwards, we will profit
by the action taken November 2.
THE NEWS, NO DOUBT
The sea floor has been called the
world's biggest junkyard. Ocean
explorers report that empty cans,
bottles, and waste of all kind Utter
the floors of the Atlantic Ocean,
the Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean.
Captain Jacques-Yves Coustsa u,
whose expeditions are supported by
National Geographic, said recently
that he would never forget his first
deep dive in a bathyscaphe: "I
landed in front of a spread-out
newspaper."
THANKS
I thank you for your 'Me of confidence and par-
ticularly do I thank all the people who made phone
calls and contacts to get out the votes.
I shall endeavor to justify your confidence in me
by serving to the best of my ability to keep Fulton
going forward.
Gilbert DeMyer
THE
FULTON LIONS CLUB
PRESENTS ITS 1965
MINSTREL SHOW
MON. and TUES. NOV. 15 and 16 7:30 P. NL
CAR! AUDITORIUM
FULTON, KY.
Adm. Adults $1.00
Children 50c
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Dear Friends:
We all have been seeing pictures
of St. Laurent's Mondrian dresses
In the newspapers and fashion mag-
azines this winter. When I was in
Paris this spring, St. Laurent was
so helpful and considerate when I
went to his shop that when the
French Ambassadress asked if I
would invite the young Parisian de-
signer to our house in Washington,
I agreed with pleasure. Being in
Kentucky, I asked Mrs. George
Stevens, the former Elizabeth
Guest, and my young niece, Lor-
raine Rowan, to give a small re-
ception for me, and to write you
and me about it. This is my niece's
letter.
Dear Aunt Lorraine:
It was a cold evening In Wash-ington and your house was warm
and beautiful with candles shining
and a big fire burning in the liv-ing morn and library. Elizabeth
Stevens and I were ready at thedot of 5:30. The first arrivals were
the three newspaper ladies and
photographers, and we had a ner-
vous—for me—wait before Yves St.
Laurent arrived. He had had a longday with press conferences and a
private tour of the White House. He
looked rather like a teenager, young
And nervous, and was so sweet to
me. He made me feel much older
than nineteen.
Shortly, both rooms filled quick-
ly with guests of all ages interested
in talking with the young Parisian
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about his dresses and his new per-
fume, "Y". It is a very light, young
perfume and most of the ladies
splashed it on from a huge bottle
St. Laurent had given me when he
arrived. Mme. Peyrimhoff, Direct-
or of his salon in Paris, came in
an original Mondrian dress which
was beige, black and red, and was
inspired by the Dutch painter, Piet
Mondrian, whose geometric com-
positions proportionately approxi-
mate the female figure. Elizabeth
Stevens also wore a simple trapeze
shaped St. Laurent fashioned with
large pearl buttons in the back.
Everyone seemed very clothes con-
scious. Each of us had chosen her
dress carefully, and every dress
suited its wearer — for a change.
This should have pleased St. Laur-
ent, who believes a woman should
express her own personality in her
clothes. He also believes that wo-
men should not make men uncom-
fortable by dressing with exagger-
ated elegance, so he designs clothes
which are younger and more re-
laxed than most of the French de-
signers. Here is a quote from Max-
ine Cheshire, a Washington Post
Staff Writer, which I thought might
interest you.
"Lorraine Rowan, who was also
giving the party and who is Mrs.
Cooper's niece, refused steadfastly,
despite repeated prying, to reveal
the origin of her heavy ribbed white
silk faille. The sheath, which had
no more than four seams, two
darts, and a hem. . . loked like a
Givenchy, but St. Laurent looked
her straight in the eye, and pre-
tended to be so entranced that he
never for a moment glanced down
to see what she was wearing."
So glad you are having such a
marvelous time in Kentucky, but
we miss you here.
Love,
Lorraine
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
November 12: Lt. Jerry Alston,
Angela Bland, E. A. Frazier, Melo-
dy Futrell; November 13: John E.
Bard, Gene Cannon, Gary, Fields,
Debbie Croce, Kenneth Morgan;
November 14: Vicki Brown, Dianne
Linker, Amanda Milam;
November 15: Dorris D. Harris,
Gigi Laird; November 16: Debby
Gregory; November 17: Al Buithart,
Janice Fields, Tommy Taylor; No-
vember 18: Mrs. Sam Flowers, W.
L. Holland.
You'll Say they're delicious!
BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
Need Money for Feed or Feeders?
GET IT
from your PCAI
Well provide money to help you feed out hogs, cattle or
sheep ...do it with a loan that works for you in a number
of important ways:
Low letiorest ... the rate is low and you pay only for the
money actually used and for the time it's used-
Perseeel Service ...your loan is planned by men who
know agriculture ...who can tailor credit to fit your needs.
Ownership ...PCA is owned by the people who use SW
services...your loan makes you a member-owner.
Production Credit Associations are now serving more than
a half-million farmers and feeders. Stop in, get the &tan&
JOHN P. WILSON
Maid off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 134-2506
PCA LOANS
WARREN BARD
field Off. Mgr,
Clinton, Ky,
Phone 653-S161
Of interest in Fulton and the
vicinity is the announcement of the
marriage of Mrs. Ernestine Reid
Holt to Harry Hays House, both
of Fulton. The wedding was solem-
nized in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Reid Holt at two o'clock
in the afternoon on Sunday, the
seventh of November, nineteen hun-
dred and sixty-five.
The vows were said before the
large picture window in the living-
room. Tall floor baskets filled with
white gladioli and Jade fern were
placed at the sides of the window.
Miss Susan Holt, granddaughter
of the bride, played the traditional
wedding march for the entrance of
the wedding party. The Rev. W. T.
Barnes, minister of the First Meth-
odist Church, officiated at the im-
pressive double ring ceremony.
The bride wore a handsome after-
noon dress of pastel blue sheer
wool, designed along sheath lines.
Mrs. Ernestine Holi, Mr. House Gordon- Blaylock Page 3
Married In Home Wedding Sunday Nuptials Read Slate Seeks
November 8th Applicants For
Nurses Aides
The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 11, 1965
The bodice was encrusted with
matching wool lace. Her accessor-
ies complemented her dress. Her
corsage was a large white fuschia
centered orchid.
Mr. Holt served as best man and
Mrs. Holt was the matron of honor.
Her three-piece knit suit was of
hOliday red and her corsage was
of carnations.
Wedding guests were relatives of
the couple.
Following the ceremony, Mr. and
Mrs. Holt entertained with an in-
formal reception. The refresh-
ment table was draped with a
handsome cutwork linen cloth, and
white candles in silver holders
flanked the spreading arrangement
of white gladioli. Susan, Ann and
Ellen Holt assisted their mother in
serving the guests.
Following a wedding trip, Mr.
and Mrs. House will make their
home in Fulton.
Letters To Editor
OPERATION AMIGO, INC
November 8, 1965
Dear Jo:
Thank you for your letter and
tearsheets dated November 4th and
5th. We appreciate your thinking of
us. I hope you have 20 or 30 copies
of each edition in the mail. We will
send them to those countries who
produce bananas as well as our
ties in Ecuador. This can prepare
the way for your request of a
larger participation next year.
I also appreciate your letter to
Mr. David Rockefeller and your
comments, of course, about our
program.
I spoke to Martinez Fonts this
morning. He also received copies
which are being forwarded to Ecu-
ador. Thank you so much Jo.
There will always be a portion of
Kentucky in my office.
Most sincerely,
H. Stuart Morrison
Director
THE BERLITZ SCHOOL OF
LANGUAGES
November 3rd, 1965
Mrs. Jo Westpheling, President
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Ky. - South Fulton, Tenn.
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I wish to thank you most sincere-
ly for your kind letter dated Oc-
teber 15th, referring to your desire
to learn the Spanish language. For
your information, I am enclosing
some general literature in the form
of booklets about our Berlitz
Method of instruction.
Congratulations on your success-
ful Banana Festival!
We could possible arrange for
some special lessons at your place,
and it would, however, depend on
the number of students, and the
number of lessons which you may
be interested in taking everyday,
etc. Or perhaps you may be inter-
ested in coming as a group (al-
though we have no idea on the
number of persons interested) per-
haps every Saturday.
In the meantime, I would sug-
gest for you to obtain a set of
records, which we have available
here, or some self-teaching books,
to start getting a little familiar
with the language, which by the
way, it is easy to learn.
I would appreciate your reply in-
dicating if for grown-ups, children,
etc. etc.
Our best wishes to you, Mrs.
Westpheling.
Very truly yours,
John N. Jimenez, Director
(Ed's Note: The request was
mad, to the BerlIts School in the
hopes that • few months before
next year's Festival classes could
he conducted here for all persons
Interested in learning Spanish.)
BETre.R ROADS COUNCIL
INC.
465 East High St. Lexington, Ky.
November 8, 1965
Dear Friends:
This is a sincere note of thanks
for your cooperation during the
campaign highlighting Kentucky's
$126 million Bond Issue.
We are appreciative of your
many efforts to thoroughly inform
the citizenry of facts regarding this
matter. Because of the generous
amount of space devoted to the
Bond Issue by newspapers in every
section of the Commonwealth, Ken-
tuckians were intelligently prepared
to voice their opinions on Novem-
ber 2.
As a fellow newspaperman, I take
special pride in seeing how indi-
viduals depend upon the Fourth Es-
tate for adequate coverage, and to
properly guide them in matters of
vital concern.
Tommy Preston
Associate Director
October 28, 1965
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I wish you are as always: fine. I
hope everything is all right in Ful-
ton too.
We had such a wonderful time,
that for my part I think it is the
best time I have had in my life. I
enjoyed the festival so much.. that
I can't find the necessary words to
thank you for all the things you did
for us.
In name of my school I want to
thank you very much for inviting
the Escuela Americana to the fes-
tival; and in my name I will like
to congratulate you for the exist-
ence of the Banana Festival.
For my part I won't ever forget
those days, nor the people I met.
It was so great to be with you,
that whenever I can come back I
will. Right now I am working hard
on my science project to see if I
can represent my country again in
the U. S. Science Fair. Maybe that
way I'll be able to attend to the
next Festival too, and if I can't
that way I'll try to do it by my-
self.
Oh, before I forget, I want to tell
you that I also learned something
new while I was in Fulton: I learn-
ed to play the drums. Just for the
fun of being on the Talent Show I
decided to try the drums, with
Gustavo Darquea and Henry Cuel-
lar with the guitars. And right now
(I am so happy I tried to) because
I am going to play on a group
formed by boys from the school.
I would like all of you to come
to El Salvador, I would be so happy
to show you my country. Maybe
one day you can come, and if you
do I'll be glad to have you at our
home. If you ever do come please
let me know, my parents will be
delighted to have you with us and
maybe we could start a program to
get Fulton and South Fulton High
Schools closer to ours.
Again, thank you very much Mrs.
Westpheling, I won't be able to
forget you.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Roberto Mansferrer
(Ed's Note: The following letter
deserves to be published for a job
well done by a staunch Festival
supporter and a good public of-
ficial.)
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
October 26, 1965
Mr. John Reeks
South Fulton
Tennessee
Dear John:
First, let me tell you how good
it was to see you the other day
at the Banana Festival.
Seeend, let me thank you from
the bottom of my heart for looking
after the Pilots. You did a mar-
velous job, and I'm sorry I haven't
written you before now.
We've been trying to adjourn this
Congress, and I haven't even had
time to get a good breath of air,
much less sit down and dictate a
letter.
Looking forward to seeing you
when I get home, and assuring you
that any time I can return the favor
in any way, please don't hesitate
to call on me.
With every good wish, I remain
Sincerely your friend,
/s/ Fats
Robert A. Everett
Ed's Note: Pat and Judy Magee
edit one of the best weekly news-
papers in Kentucky. Their corn-
nients on our Festival edition
please us more than we can say,
for these two "pros" have seen
and edited some mighty fine edi-
tions themselves.)
The Advance-Yeoman
Wickliffe, Kentucky
October 29, nes
Jo and Paul:
My most sincere congratulations
on your tremendous Festival issue.
It is, without a doubt, the best
"special" I have ever seen.
Pat Magee
The marriage of Mrs. Patricia
Gordon and Mr. Edward Blaylock
was solemnized on Monday, No-
vember 8, at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening, in the home of Rev. and
Mrs. Norman Crittenden on Jack-
son Street, Fulton, with Rev.
Crittenden performing the double
ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Beard of Beeler-
ton and the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Blaylock
of Cuba.
Mr. Jimmie Blaylock, of Cuba,
served as best man and Mrs.
Blaylock as matron of honor.
Attending were members of the
families of the bride and groom.
Following the wedding, a recep-
tion was held in the home of the
bride's parents.
TURKEY DINNERI
The Harmony Methodist Church
will sponsor a turkey dinner on
Sunday, November 21, in the Cayce
School. Serving will begin at U:30
a. m. and the price is $1.50 for
adults and 75c for children.
The State Department of Person-
nel has announced it is now receiv-
ing applications for employment as
nurses aides, particularly male
aides, at a higher starting salary.
The new scale of $199 a month
for beginners, a $19 per month in-
crease, become effective November
1. After one year's service, the
aides will be given an increase to$230 a month. The maximum salary
is $279 a month.
Hospitals needing aides are Cen-
tral State, at Louisville; Frankfort
State, Frankfort; Western State,
Hopkinsville; Kentucky State, Dan-
ville; Outwood State, Dawson
Springs, and Eastern State, Lex-
ington. All are operated by the
State Department of Mental Health.
SO, DON'T EAT 'BM
Merely a bite or two from the
Amanita mushroom, the so-called
"destroying angel," can cause vio-
lent stomach-ache, breakdown of
blood cells, and finally death, the
National Geographic says.
-ON INDUSTRY BOARD
Larry Depp, Jr., vice president
of Johnson, Depp and QuisenhenY,
Owensboro, has been named as one
of the twelve directors of the As-
sociated Industries of Kentucky.
Mr. Depp is married to the for-
mer Miss Carmen Pigue.
IN CONFERENCE
Attending the First District Con-
ference of Parents and Teachersin Murray Monday were Mrs. Rob-
ert Morgan, Mrs. Flynn Powell,
Mrs. L. M. McBride and Mrs.
James Green, who served as dele-
gates from West Fulton PTA.
Visit Leal Mores First
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
Wrecker Service
— Radio Dispatched —
106 W. State Line
Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 47241
IP
F
Genuine Crystal
CUT GLASS
one glass with 7 gallon gasoline purchase
Here's another quality premium offer by your Good
Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. You get one 12-ounce,
crystal cut glass FREE with every purchase of 7 gal-lons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline. These heavy-basebeverage glasses will add to the attractiveness of yourtable setting. And they're ideal for use when enter-
taining. Start now to collect a complete set of glasses
at Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealers displaying the
"FREE CUT GLASS" sign.
4%,00m.mH 
Offer expires November 30, 1965
"urry! Only 3 Weeks Left"
ASHLAND OH. REFINING COMPANY
•••••••
• ' •
Principal Lester Betty (left) and Ed Fritts, manager of Radio Station WENK in Union City are about as
happy as Brenda Clinard about the award she won f or writing the top essay in Obion County.
• .
JEWELS, DIAMONDS AND CRYSTAL—"Jewel Manor"
has been selected as the name for the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club's planned State rehabilitation center for girls,
named in honor of Mrs. Jewel Hamilton (left), Baitistown,
KFWC President, and the 75th Diamond Jubilee anniversary
of the General Federation of Women's Clubs. The KFWC
plans a Diamond Jubilee ball in Frankfort December 3 to help
raise funds for the center. Central decoration theme will be
crystal chandeliers, with decorations furnished and supervised
by Stewarts Dry Goods Company, whose president, Kenneth
H. Williams, Louisville, is shown here with Mrs. Hamilton.
In Kentucky
in the game room
beer's the one...
for good taste
good fun
1#1 You name your game, ping-pong or check-
ers, cards or chess. Play it hard, and it
takes a lot out of you. That's when you
like most to settle down in a soft chair and enjoy
your friends' talk and your beer's taste. Beer was
made to relax with. Made to refresh you, cool
you, cheer your taste. So next time you're playing
some sociable at-home game, take time
out for the companionable taste of beer.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O.•  Dee LeatevIlle, Kaolielot ISM •
South Fulton
Junior Wins
Top Award
Brenda Clinard, a South Fulton
High School student, won the top
award for her essay on "Why Pup-
ils Should Not Drop Out Of School."
Brenda was presented with a $75.00
scholarship and a trophy to be giv-
en to the South Fulton school.
The contest was sponsored by
the Obion County Farm Bureau
and was open to all Obion County
and Union City school juniors. The
college scholarship was presented
by the Farm Bureau, with the sec-
ond and third prizes presented by
Radio Station WENK in Union
City.
Ray Harm To
Join Others
In Seminar
Reservations are still available
for an art seminar to be held No-
vember 12-14 at Jenny Wiley State
Park, Prestonsburg, the State
Parks Department has announced.
The seminar staff will include
Ray Harm, Kentucky wildlife artist
and naturalist; Sam Sarkisian, art
educator and portraitist, Cleveland;
and George Joseph, artist, Courier-
Journal.
Lecture and work sessions have
been scheduled to provide maxi-
mum participation by those attend-
ing. The staff will discuss basic art
techniques and fundamentals as
well as practical methods gained
from the participant's own experi-
ence.
• Expertly Prepared • washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfectly sized foe furnace,
stove, stoker.
City Coal Co.
—Phone 472-1150
PROCLAMATION
Whereas, the week of November 7-13 has been
desiguated as American Education Week; and
Whereas, our democracy functions around the
printipal that every child's birthright is that of a
sound, well-rounded education, and our progress
and existence depend on this education;
Whereas, the teachers and educators of the na-
tion are entrusted with the greatest and most im-
portant job in the world - that of molding our future
scientists and leaders in all fields;
Now, therefore, we, the mayors of Fulton, Ken-
tucky and South Fulton, Tennessee do hereby pro-
claim November 7-13, 1965 as American Education
Week in the Twin Cities and urge all our citizens to
take this opportunity to visit our schools and be-
come familiar with their administration and extend
special recognition to all teachers and educators.
/s/ Gilbert DeMyer
Mayor of the City of Fulton, Ky.
/s/ Rex Ruddle
Mayor of the City of South Fulton, Tenn.
VISIT YOUR SCHOOLS
NOVEMBER 7-13
Fulton City Schools
Hold Open House
In obseryance of American Edu-
cation Week, there will be open
house at Carr Elementary, FUlton
High and Terry Norman today,
November 11.
Milton Elementary School is
bolding open house the entire
week, with an assembly program
on Friday.
All parents are urged to visit the
schools.
Trooper Cited
For Heroism
A tourist stopped State Police
Trooper Johnnie A. Sims near Lee's
Ford Dock on Cumberland Lake in
Pulaski County last June 3 to ask
road directions.
As he answered the tourist's
question, the trooper heard a wo-
man scream and rushed to her.
She pointed to a small girl, whose
too-large life preserver was holding
her upside-down in the lake.
The 27-year-old trooper from
Waynesburg in Lincoln County, who
was on routine patrol duty from
the State Police post at London,
dived into the water in full uniform
and swam some 30 feet to the girl.
Sims extricated her from the life
preserver and swam to shore where
he administered first aid and had
her breathing normally again in a
few minutes.
In persenting a certificate and
ribbon to Sims, denoting meritori-
ous service, Col. James E. Bassett,
director of the State Police, said:
"The quick thinking and quick
action of Trooper Sims resulted in
saving the life of this two-year-old
child. Trooper Sims' actions are in
accord with the highest traditions
of the Kentucky State Police."
P. 0. CLOSED TOOAYI
The Fulton postoffice will be
closed today, (Thursday) in observ-
ance of Veterans' Day, There will
be no city or rural deliveries on
this day. Mail for postoffice boxes
will be distributed as usual.
Remember Our Boys In VW Nam
AMERICAN EDUCATION
WEEK
NOVEMBER 7-13
THEME:
INVEST IN LEARNING
Sunday, November 7
to strengthen moral and spirit-
ual values
Monday, November 8
to cultivate the Intellect
Tuesday, November 9
to enhance personal fulfillment
Wednesday, November 10
to Improve earning power
Thursday, November 11
to develop good citizenship
FriCay. November 12
to enrich family and com-
munity life
Saturday, November 13
to deepen international under-
standing
CLASSIFIED ADS
rv ANTENNAS: We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307, Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
WE RENT- - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-3503
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types if Insurance
"Covering Overyllsime
422 Lake St.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
.meam—rn 
asiaLsasxamm
TODAY The Most Exciting BroadloomOffer S. P. Moore and Company
Has Made in Years . . .
SPECIAL VALUE EVENT
Want a high-pile, quality broadloom at a
budget babying price? With an unusual con-
temporary texture that goes with any decor?
Then you wont "First Class," — with carpet
pile made of plump Cumuloft e nylon that
needs little care, shrugs off wear, is abso-
lutely moth-proof, mildew-proof; anti-aller-
genic— and has double jute "Bak-Lok"
backing for added stability on your floors1
P 
S7ó&D.
Installed
Choose "First Class" in Coffee Malt, Welcome Red,
Flax Brown, Island Green, Vintage, Rustique,
Daytona Sand, Splendor Blue, Fortune Gold, Braid Gold,
Tropic Sand, Mountain Green. Come choose the ones
you like best ... today!
S. P. Moore
and Company
Phone 472-1392
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Louis Boaz
Found Dead
In City Jail
A 43-year-old Water Valley man
was found banged in the Fulton
city jail cell at 4:30 p. m. Monday,
some three hours after be had been
arrested by State Police and charg-
ed with driving while intoxicated.
Fulton police chief Richard Myatt
said that Louis Boar's death had
been ruled a suicide by Coroner
Donald Chaney.
Boaz was a painter for the Boaz
Paint Company, owned by his bro-
ther, Russell Boaz.
Myatt said that Boaz was jailed
about 1:30 p. m., following his ar-
rest by State Trooper Joe Hill.
A. E. Campbell, Fulton police-
man, discovered the body when he
went into the jail to feed the prison-
ers.
Chief Myatt reported Boaz had
hooked his belt around his neck
and tied the other end to the side
bars of the cell.
Boaz leaves his wife, Mrs. Eve-
lyn Gossum Boaz; two daughters,
Linda Gayle Price of Russellville,
Ark., and Judy Boaz of Water Val-
ley; one brother, Russell Boaz of
Fulton; four sisters, Mrs. Mary
Inman, Mrs. Anna Belle Weaver,
Mrs. Ruby Wiggins of Water Val-
ley and Mrs. Mozelle Hobbs of
Fulton.
Funeral services were held yes-
terday (Wednesday) afternoon in
Hornbeak's Funeral Home with
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
Burial was in Boaz Chapel Ceme-
tery.
DEATHS
0. C. Linton
Funeral services for Otha Clifton
Linton, were held Sunday afternoon
at Whitnel Funeral Home, with
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, officiating.
Interment was in Fairview Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Linton, 72, a local contractor
and carpenter, died last Friday
morning in Kennedy General Hos-
pital at Memphis.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ruth
Coulter Linton; a daughter, Mrs.
W. C. Roberson, Jr., of Fulton; a
son, Otha W. Linton of Highland
Park, ill., a sister, a brother, five
grandchildren, several nieces and
nephews.
W:11,. Athews
HOSPITAL NEWS
William Hardt Andrews, 61, of
Hickman, Route 2, was fatally in-jured in a two-car automobile ac-
cident last Thursday morning while
enroute to Union City to work.
Mr. Andrews had spent all of his
life in Fulton County and attended
Fulton County schools. He was em-
ployed by &dant & &lent.
Funeral services were held Sat-
urday afternoon at David's Chapel
Church, with Rev. J. T. Drace of-
ficiating, assisted by Rev. John M.
Statham. Interment, in charge of
White Ranson Funeral Home, was
in East View Cemetery at Union
City.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Irene Watson Andrews; two
daughters, Mrs. Dee Langford and
Yrs. Raymond Forsythe of Hick-
map; a brother, two sisters and
three grandchildren.
B. F. Owen
Funeral services will be held this
(Thursday) afternoon at two o'clock
in Mount Zion Cumberland Presby-
terian Church for Benjamin Frank-
lin Owen. Rev. Joe Gardner will of-
ficiate, assisted by Rev. Frank
Blaine. Burial, under the direction
of Whitnel Funeral Home, will be
in Skunt Zion Cemetery.
Mr. Gardner, 76 and a retired
Ballard County farmer, died in
Warren County Hospital, Bowling
Green, Thursday, November 9.
His wife preceded him in death in
July 1951.
Surviving is one daughter, Mrs.
Betty Latta of Bowling Green; two
sons, Doyce of Mayfield and Jessie
of Detroit; one brother, W. T.
Owen of Memphis; four sisters,
Mrs. Lee Holland and Mrs. Lucy
Tyner of Union City, Mrs. Fred
Elliott of Wingo and Mrs. Betty
Bryan of Ypsilanti, Michigan, also
five grandchildren.
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
November 10:
JON HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Carter, William
Netherland, Mrs. Clyde Burnette,
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan ,Mrs. Clifton
Oherry, Mrs. Warren Bard, Mrs.
Carl Bell, Mrs. Laura Wheeler,
Arthur Devore, Mrs. Joe Gates,
Mrs. S. H. Venable, W. L. Beck-
ett, Fulton; Mrs. Lee Ella Jona-
kin, Route 5, Fulton; Jessie Hedge,
Dukedom; T. W. Laws, Mrs. Net-
tie Stanley, Route 4, Dresden.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Sadie Johns, Letha Crenshaw,
Mrs. David Finch, Mrs. Addle Mat-
thews, Mrs. Mary Arrington, Mar-
vin Easley, Mrs. Tunny Overby,
Eddie Pennell, Tom Hales, Mrs.
Robert Mann, S. F. Jeffrees, Mrs.
George Cox, little Chris Powell,
Gwendora Williams, Fulton; Clas-
sie May Davis, Mrs. Angie Elvert,
Mrs. Jack Gardner, South Fulton;
Mrs. Kathleen Golden, Herman
SicKeel, Water Valley; Travis
Grissom, Route 3, Martin; 011ie
Vincent, Mrs. Durrell McCall, Mrs.
Kenneth Taylor, Dukedom; Mrs.
Wesley McClure, Dave Jones,
Hickman; Mrs. William Farabough,
Route 3, Clinton; Aaron Prather,
E. A. Roach, Mrs. E. A. Roach,
Union City; Mary Gossum, Heath,
Ky.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Blanche Kaler, Terry Mc-
Daniel, Mrs. Vodie Hardin, Mrs.
Annie Moore, Doss Brown, Mrs.
Ima Phelps, Mrs. Ben Holland,
Mrs. W. L. Holland, Bertes Pigue,
Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Lubin Gris-
som, Carl Hastings, John Thomp-
son, Clyde Etheridge, Fulton; Mrs.
Dora Kibbler, Mrs. Marvin San-
ders, Mrs. W. J. Tuffield, South
Fulton; Mrs. Jerry Conn, James
Hicks, Mrs. Monroe Floyd, Mrs.
W. W. Hardy, Route 1, Fulton; Ruel
Fulcher, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
Horace Reams, Route 3, Fulton;
H. B. Glover, Route 4, Fulton; J.
B. BYrn, A. Cr. Stewart, Mrs.
James Carter and baby, Water Val-
ley; Mrs. Lillie Hopkins, Route 1,
Clinton; Mrs. Sadie Price, Route
4, Clinton; Felix Vaughn, Route 1,
Wingo; Rita Curtin, St. Louis.
Free Diabetes
Tests Given
During Week
starts between the ages of 5 and 15,1
but its effects can last a lifetime.
It is known that more than 1,200,-
000 Americans over the age of 13
have rheumatic heart disease,
usually as the result of a rheumatic
fever attack in childhood.
If every recognizable strep infec-
tion were promptly and thoroughly
treated, this enormous number of
victims could be reduced in coming
Every man, woman, and Child in
Kentucky was urged today by Irv-
ing F. Kanner, M. D., Lexington,
chairman of the Kentucky Medical
Association's Diabetes -Committee,
to take advantage of the free dia-
betes tests offered by physicians,
hospitals, and laboratories during
National Diabetes Week which be-
gins Sunday.
The importance of early detec-
tion of diabetes was stressed by
Governor Ned Breathitt who has
proclaimed the period from No-
vember 14-20 as Diabetes Week in
Kentucky.
"An estimated 1,600,000 persons
in this country and 15,000 in Ken-
tucky alone have undiscovered dia-
betes," said Doctor Kanner, "and
it is to find these people and to
give them an opportunity to take
advantage of available control
measures that the KMA has spon-
sored the Drive annually since
1951."
He emphasized the importance of
being tested for diabetes each year,
since early detection can greatly
simplify the problems of control of
the disease. "The unfortunate vic-
tims of the disease are those who
are unaware they have it," he said,
"because when caught early, very
often the only precautions needed
to insure a long life are control of
weight and diet."
Sore Throat
Danger Flag
For Children
A sore throat can be a flag of
danger for your child. It may show
that a "strep" infection is present.
And drop infection can lead to
rheumatic fever and rheumatic
heart disease, the cause of more
long-time disabling illness in chil-
dren than any other disease.
Not all sore throats are strep
throats, of course. But the Ken-
tucky Heart Association warns that
a child who has the following symp-
torns should be examined by a
doctor without delay: If be com-
plains of a sore throat that has
come osi suddenly; if he has a fever
of WI degrees or more; If Ms neck
glands are swollen; if it hurts him
to swallow.
Should the doctor diagnose the
trouble as strep throat, he can and
wM immediately use the treatment
that is available to wipe out the
Infection and to prevent rheumatic
fever from taking hold.
Rheumatic fever most commonly
generations. There is no valid rea-
son this cannot be done.
One especiaily bad feature about
rheumatic fever is that it is a re-
peater, the Heart Association
points out. It does not confer im-
munity to future attacks, as some
childhood diseases do. With each
attack, there is a new danger of
damage to the heart, especially to
the valves.
STATE'S SHARE OF GAS
TAX TOPS 6 CENTS
WASIIINOTION —In 1935 the ave-
rage state gas tax was 3.8 cents
per gallon. This figure rose sharply
after World War 11 to reach 5.19
cents in 1954. The latest average is
6.22 cents in 1963. To the latter
figure, of course, is added the 4-
cent federal gas tax.
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THE DRINKING PIGEON
Pigeons and their reiaUves in
the Old World sandgrouse family
share the unique ability to drink
water like a horse, with heads
down and bill immersed, the Na-
tional Geographic says. Other birds
must raise their heads to swallow.
BEING REAL POLITE
The famous order, "You ma
fire when you are ready, Gridley,
was given by Commodore Georg
Dewey to Charles V. Gridley, cat
lain of the United States Navy flag
ship Olympia, at Manila Bay dui
ing the Spanish-American War.
SUPER RIG
Whole Loin........a.63t
Loin
Rib Half .. ib.59t
Country Ribs Lb.53c
' 7-RIB CUT
Loins
LOIN )49
(.§1444
Lb.
PORK CH 0 PS'Eu'ILi:79r494 Faiti.53c
UNLESS YOU BAKE YOUR OWN
NOTHING CAN SURPASS...
f4'.° FROZEN BAKED FOODS
Macaroon Topped
dsvW
RATHROOM ASSUE Soft 2 Roll
Wove.... 4 Pluis.a
Cut Rite BPALGASSTIC
Cut Rite PLASTICWRAP 
"g  2904 50
'wrt
 
31tRoll 
a SUPER RIGHT SNOW FLOSS
krut 241-b; Jar 290 Lb. 49cSpare Rib
SUPER RQIUGHALTITY7OTLOLR Ata
a LEAN MEATY
PURE PORK MILD Bog "" ) 
 2 Lb. 9Pkg. 8 cSausage
ma
 as
 OR SLICED BOLOGNA
BPylim e• Lb.  49CBOIOPUBRAUNSCHWEIGER Lb. 594 
FROZEN CHICKEN
Livers
(Lb. 394)
5 Lb. BOX $1.19
U.S.D.A. WHOLE
FRYERSLb29C
Cat-Up Or Quart•redLb. 354
FRESH WHOLE FRYER
Breast
With Part Rib Attached
Whole Legs rft4
Lb. 49t Lb. J7
POTATOES A&P WHOLE.OR SLICED. 1 Lb.Coe
PEAS or TOMATOES ONA1 1 LbCoe
GREEN BEANS A&P CUT 191 Oz.OR FRENCH...4... Coe
SAUERKRAUT A&P GRADE A
FLORIDA FRESH CHILLED
Orange Juice
cft Bet 39c =In (Save 16e)
1 Lb.
Coo
YOUR CHOICE ,
ANY ASSORTMENT
CANS 594
JANE PARKER
Cherry Pie ,
8 In
Marshmallows MINIATUREDOUMAK
Nestle " (Kong Slif ) 3 F., goo Chili.' OR Tamales 
I TN BEANS
C 
PARAMOUNT 450194HCAOLATE s 
Bufferin  °IPk96° 79c 9% iliffY Cake mixes VARIETIES 91)?"1  1 OC
CREAM
MumDEODORANT
Mum  SDPEROADOY R ANT
e
 6401 
 384
Softiqu e  FOR THEBATH 
Jot
- 5 Oz
Con
2 - Os
Bet
98c  Anti-Freeze.
 
PGRAM.Nst
sow.dexo Shortening  glIE VEGETABLE
MARVEL GALLON T9
3
 Lb. 59 4
99e
 BANANASCHASE & SANBORN INSTANT
Coffee
Ms Off Bonus Pock)
7 Oz. .lot 83t
IPotatoes"wVTE 20 Let, 79c
Fresh Kale
10 02 8429 194 LbRadishes ROUND RED 6 Os Bog " .11 C
Apple Drin1C3ICI42,115 Hii-C Orange Drink 6 'm594311854
Puffin BiscuitsCs33t Pard Dog Food  tffF:vc:tv:rG:wy 
 
6 In Cm.
Dinners Tsr.tri:1:0s00,1;buor: 4Mertens Frozen Horn, Bes4,ai8t Instant BreaKtast.pchos.,:0-01artto
 
 
6Pt.  794. CARNATION
ZestanRAIgrANN
 1682: 
 31t
Hiri SUNSHINE-umants 1st  29C
COLD POWER
Powder
10. Off) Giant3p Lk gb 69C
Safeguard
DEODORANT SOAP
2 LI 314 2 V434
Stardust
Bleach
20, 014 104 Off
icit%101574 3sti 294
Nothern Tissue
(BATHROOM)3 4-ROLL PKGS. 984
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU S$T.,NOV. 13th.
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY INC.
vtimuiSuper Markets
ANNIKA3 siPiasaiti1/0010 milocurf 191(1 We
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91111111 COUNT!
Joe Nerds, County Agent
17mien City, Tema.
RESULTS OF NEMATODE RE-
SISTANT SOYBEANS IN 08I0N
COUNTY
Soybean cyst nematodes have
:awed thousands and thousands of
dollars in losses to Obion County
ioybean growers. Without a doubt
he soybean cyst nematode has
' ben the most serious problem to
'ace soybean producers in this
Area.
Two varieties of soybeans have
"teen developed by the Experiment
3tat1ons that are resistant to the
iematodes. One of the resistant va-
leties is similar in characteristics,
yield, etc. to the Hill variety. We
'tad two plots of this variety in
3bion County this year on the
!arms of Mr. Sterling Stasis and
MU Hobbs. The pieta enveted file
icres and were planted Mrabibeet
the field With two rows al EMI 
beans and two rows el Se rellatant
variety. The yield rinks et the
soybeans are as listed below:
Hobbs Field (984 yield between
3 and 5 bushels per acre)
Nematode Resistant Beans -
23.9 bushels per acre
Hill variety beans - 5.4 bushels
per acre
Stone Farm (1964 yield between
S and 8 bushels per acre)
Nematode resistant beans -
18.7 bushels per acre
Hill variety beans - 11.1 bushels
per acre
The results at the Sterling Stone
'arm has been very interesting to
is because the growth and yield of
he beans were very low last year
lue to nematodes while this year
the nematodes did not bother the
'leans as much as they did last
/ear. This leads us to believe that
A lot of times our beans fields
'lave yield reductions of 10 to 15
‘mishels per acre due to nematodes
while we may not realize our fields
are nematode infested.
A good supply of nematode re-
4istant soybean seed should be
Available in 1167.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
November 13 - Polled Hereford
ale - Brownsville
November 14-18 - Farm Bureau
Convention - Nashville
November 18 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dresden
November 19 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Mayfield
November 22-23 - Tennessee Cat-
le Feeders Conference-Union Oity.
Paris For All Elooltsk
Shavers Al:
ANDRBWS
Juwek7 Company
FAIN NEWS
Farmers in the United States
have bulk more than a million
ponds and are building new ones
at the rate of 60,000 a year.
Many of these ponds are being
used for fishing. The values of fish
and wildlife to the people of Ken-
tucky, and how opportunities to en-
joy these values can be made more
available to them, are reviewed in
a brochure recently released by the
U. S. Soil Conservation Service in
Lexington.
Entitled "People, Fish, Wildlife
and Land", it points out that fish
and wildlife are products of the
land; that they have economic, re-
creational, and aesthetic values;
and that the demand for opportuni-
ties to enjoy these values is expect-
ed to double by the 2000. Sugges-
tions for meeting this demand are
given, and a number of land Use
practices that benefit fish and wild-
life are illustrated.
You can get a copy of "People,
Fish, Wildlife and Land" from the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service, Post Of-
fice Building, Hickman, Kentucky.
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. 0. F. 'Baylor
N. L. Crittenden filled his ap-
pointment at Bethlehem Sunday at
11 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Dobson
and Oscar Taylor were Sunday din-
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tom-
mie Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited
their daughter, Mrs. Bob Scott, and
family at Lone Oak Friday.
Mrs. Thelma Puckett and grand-
son, Todd, of Lone Oak, were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Givens of Dear Water Valley one
day last week.
Everett Yates remains quite ill
in the Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. A. A. McGuire, of Dukedom,
is slowly improving. She visited
Mrs. Heath and Mrs. McClure Sat-
urday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Ruddle had
as Sunday guests Mr. and Mrs.
Lancaster and son of Pryorsburg,
Mrs. Roberson and nephew and
Mrs. Evie Mitchell of Fulton, Mr.
and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and Mr.
and Mrs: Oliver Taylor.
Herschel Bennett is a patient in
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
He is to have surgery this week,
hope he gets along all right.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
called on Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hain-
line Sunday afternoon. Another
visitor was Mrs. Marguerite Steph-
ens of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Walston
of Brandon, Miss., visited in the
Pilot Oak vicinity over the week
end. Mrs. Walston's mother, Mrs.
Ira Raines, accompanied them
home Monday and will spend the
winter in Mississippi.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Overdo= Si Teens
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
rinse
van us J. B. MANESS & SONSGreenfield. Ted.
Greenfield
AD 5-2293
— SIR —
ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FON EOM
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
ORIFICE PHONE 472-1351 21111 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCIFE
Yellowstone
outsells
every other
Bourbon
in Kentucky.
(145
of them)10 $415 71M,
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. Be Proof 5100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery co., Louisville. lamPicki•
Annual Farm Bureau Meeting In Louisville Starts Sunday
The 48th annual Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention is set for Nov-
ember 14-17 at the Kentucky Hotel
in Louisville.
U. S. Senator John Sherman
Cooper; William E. Bensley, presi-
dent, New York Farm Bureau,
Inc.; Wendell Butler, commissioner
of agriculture; Dr. Rollin S. Bur-
hens, president, Kentucky Southern
College; Walter L. Randolph, vice
president, American Farm Bureau
Federation; and Reverend Oddvar
Berg, Clifton, Tennessee, will be
the featured speakers during the
meeting.
The convention starts Sunday,
November 14, with registration fol-
lowed by a Vesper Service at 4
p. m. Again this year, the KFB
Young People's Talent Contest will
be held at 7:30 p. m. Sunday. The
winners from each of the districts
will compete for the high award.
Early Perry, director of KFB
Young People, tells us that this
year', program will not only be
worth seeing, but provides some of
the tap talent in the state.
At a. m. Monday, the first
general seasion will be held in the
Flag Room of the Kentucky Hotel.
Billy Smith, chairman of the
American Farm Bureau Federa-
tion Young People's Committee,
will talk on "'Thought for the Day,"
followed by Kentucky Farm Bureau
President Jack Welch's annual ad-
dress at 10 a. m.
At 10:30, William E. Bensley will
address the delegates on "Who
Cares?" Hensley is a member of
the board of directors of APE?.
He is a successful farmer and com-
munity leader. His farming special-
ity is purebred Holstein cattle,
numbering about 80 head. Bensley
leads a very &Clive life, participat-
ing in numerous activities, civic as
well as vocational interests. He ob-
tained his B. S. degree in education
from Cornell University in 1939.
U. S. Senator John Sherman
Cooper will be the featured speaker
at 11 a. m. His talk will cover "1965
Congressional Farm Legislation."
Vosave
"134
7afeas
With JIM PRYOR
knkulieral Arm. ark cenend Whoa
THE IMPORTANCE OF TIMBER
I think it would be well for all
of us to take inventory of our sup-
ply of forest products and see just
what they mean to us in our every-
day living. In one year each per-
son uses approximately 06 cubic
feet of wood in some form. It takes
two and one-half acres of timber-
land to satisfy this demand. To-
day, here in the United States of
America, there are about three
acres of forest for each man, wo-
man, and child. It is estimated that
by the year 2000, there could pos-
sibly be less than two acres per
capita. Based on present needs and
recorded timber growth rates, the
geenration that lives in the year
2000 will be forced to do without
some of the wood products to which
we have grown so accustomed.
In forestry, unlike grain crops or
livestock products, we cannot plan
a year or two in advance, but are
compelled to look into the future,
say 25, 40 or even 100 years hence
. in other words, we cannot plant
trees today and expect to harvest
next season or even within the next
five years. It takes at least 12 to
15 growing seasons for the most
rapid growing trees to make a
marketable forest product, and
even then it will be a light harvest
indeed.
It is often said, "What can I do
to improve our timberland and help
preserve our supply of lumber and
wood products for our future gen-
erations." Here are but a few
methods of improvement we can
assist in accomplishing. Fire pro-
tection, timber stand improvement,
selective harvesting insect and di-
sease control, STOP WOODLAND
GRAZING, and a stepped up tree
planting program.
Improper harvesting is probably
the most abused factor in timber
management here in our area. All
too often when a block of timber
Is sold, everything is cut, the best,
the immature it all comes under
the saw except the undesirable
weed trees. Practicing improved
forestry is just as important and
profitable as Improved livestock
management or any other phase of
agriculture. What would you think
of a cattleman who sold all his
calves, regardless of same, at the
same time.
This is essentially what is hap-
pening to some of the woodland in
this area when everything is cut
at the same time. The immature
trees that are cut and sold is a
waste, since maximum growth is
yet to come.
The every old trees will yield a
low value log, so we really need to
market trees when they are ripe, so
to speak, and when they will return
the highest dollar. We must, how-
ever, apply the same marketing ap-
proach as the cattlemen and sell
as the trees are ready for the mar-
ket, and do so as the price reaches
its seasonal high.
There is one advantage that the
forest has. You can always wait a
year or two if the price is not right,
but do not wait until the profit rots
or burns away. Have an approved
Forester mark your stand next
time.
LAST SUPPER IS
PAINTED IN JAIL
DEDHAM, Mass — Only one man
remains of the eight who paint-
ed a 30x10-foot reproduction of
Da Vinci's masterpiece, the Last
Supper, in a Massachusetts jail.
The others have been paroled.
The mural is on a wall in a room
that serves as a chapel.
Scholarships.
Memorial To
R. 0. Wilson
A continuing scholarship fund
has been established in the mem-
ory of R. 0. Wilson, Sr., former
chairman of the Kentucky ASC
Committee.
Mr. Wilson, of luka, Kentucky,
died January 3‘.
The scholarship fund, to be
known as the R. 0. Wilson, Sr.
Memorial Foundation, was estab-
lished by a committee of Wilson's
friends and associates in Kentucky
agriculture, and some 13,000 has
already been contributed. Robert
Rudolph, Benton, chairman of the
committee says that the committee
members hope enough funds will
be contributed by individuals and
organizations that knew and work-
ed with Mr. Wilson to assure $250 -
;300 annually in interest. Only in-
terest from investment of founda-
tion funds would be used for
scholarships.
Rudolph said that one scholarship
would be awarded each year.
Scholarship winners will be eligible
for one renewal of their scholar-
ships. Persons planning to study
agriculture or Mime economics will
be given preference for scholar-
ships; however, the scholarships
will not be limited to persons in
those fields. Only persons living in
Kentucky will be eligible.
The foundation funds will be turn-
ed over to a Kentucky college
which will be asked to invest them
in government bonds. However, a
scholarship winner will be permit-
ted to attend the college of his
choice in the State.
Grass Fire Warning
Issued By Foresters
State Forestry DirectOr Gene L.
Butcher warned this week that
farm-owners with certain types of
electric fencing might be inviting
grass or weed fires that could de-
stroy timber, buildings or homes.
"If you have an electric fence
that has the capability of burning
weeds or grass, we urge you to
turn it off immediately until the
grass and weeds stop falling or un-
til you have cleared everything
away from your fence line," Butch-
er said.
Butcher explained that at this
time of year the weeds are partial-
ly dead and when damp cause a
short-circuit and resulting fire.
RAIN GAUGE OLD
SEOUL—Korean scientists de-
veloped a rainfall gauge and made
other weather observations as early
as the 15th century. In the same
era scholars published a Korean
encyclopedia of WIS volumes.
HABIT ENDS WITH A SHOCK
LONDON — Lahksmi, an Indian
elephant at London Zoo, has been
persuaded to stop eating the orna-
mental turf around her paddock,
She was shocked out of the habit.
A wire placed in the turf gave her
a slight shock when she tugged at
it with her trunk.
AMERICAN
EDUCATION
WEEK NOV 7-13
(1:41
Then at 12 noon Monday, KFB
Young People will have a luncheon
and the KFB Women will have
their caucuses. At 12:30 KFB Wo-
men will have their luncheon with
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper as their
speaker.
In the afternoon on Monday,
KFB Commodity Conferences will
be held. livestock, Dairy, Poultry,
Crops, Feed Grains and Forestry
meetings will begin at 1:30 p. m.
At 4 p. m. the Tobacco Conference
Is scheduled. The Ladies Tea will
also be at 4 p. in. Mrs. Jack Welch
will be the hostess. The Monday
evening highlights will include the
finals of the King and Queen Con-
test.
On Tuesday morning, there will
be an Awards Breakfast, followed
by the general session at 9 a. m.
The KFB Young People will hold
the state finals of the Discussion
Meet at 9:15 a. in. Wendell Butler
will address the convention on "The
Job Ahead for Agrciulture."
At 10:30a. in., Dr. Rollin S. Bur-
hens will speak on "The American
Farmer and the Great Society."
Dr. Burhans received Th. M. and
Th. D. degrees from Southern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary in Louis-
ville. He has served on the Health
and Welfare Board of Jefferson
County and on the board of direc-
tors of the YMCA of Louisville.
Walter L. Randolph will address
Farm Bureau
Hits All-Time
Membership
The Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed-
eration, the oldest (46 years) and
the largest farm organization in
the state, and a member of the
largest in the country, ended its
1965 membership year today with
an increase of 4,574 family mem-
bers over last year.
Of the 115 counties with organized
Farm Bureaus, 107 either met or
exceeded their membership quota.
This is an all-time record. This
year marks the fourth in succes-
sion that the increase has exceed-
cd 1,000. Last year's increase was
1,222. In 1963, the increase was
!,085. The organization gained
1,434 in 1962.
All but six of the 1.11 counties
with Farm Bureaus made a gain
over—last year. And this is another
all-time record.
Figures released by E. M. Logs
don, director of organization, Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau, dhow that
79,919 families now belong to the
Kentucky Farm Bureau. Kentucky
Farm Bureau is the seventh largest
flrm organization of the 50 state
Farm Bureaus, and third largest in
the 13 southern states.
the convention at 11 a. m. His topic
will be "Farm Bureau and National
Issues." Randolph was elected
president of the Alabama Farm
Bureau Federation in October 1940
and served as state president for
31 years until November 8, 1961.
He worked for three years on the
editorial staff of the Progressive
Farmer.
Tuesday afternoon highlights in-
clude the Secretary's Report by
John W. Koon, Report of Credenti-
als Committee, and Report of Reso-
lutions Committee. At 4:30 p. in.
Tuesday, there will be caucuses to
inmate directors.
At 7:30 p. m. Tuesday evening, a
County Recognition, Communica-
tions and Distinguished Service
Awards program will be held. At
8:15 the Reverend Oddvar Berg,
Clifton, Tennessee, will speak on
"Let's Keep America Great." Rev-
erend Berg is a native of Norway,
born and raised in Oslo. He was a
missionary to the Belgian Congo for
20 years. Reverend Berg was edu-
cated in the United States and is
presently serving as pastor of a
Presbyterian Church in Clifton,
Tenessee. Reverend Berg travels
extensively throughout the South
speaking to civic clubs, schools,
colleges and churches.
At 9 p. m. there will be a square
dance conducted by Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Bohart and assisted by Dale
Scott, commodity director.
The convention will conclude Wed-
nesday, November 17. A Legisla-
e Breakfast is set for 7 a. m in
the Terrace Room, followed by a
geenral session at 9 a. M. There
will be reports, discussion and
adoption of resolutions, proposed
amendments tai by-laws, election of
officers and directors, and un-
finished business. At 12:30 p. in.
the board of directors will meet.
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JAMES HAZEL.WOOD
WANTED
500 Bales Of Low Grade Cotton Picked Up Or Pull-
ed After The Pickers - After The Rain Picker Or
Pulled Cotton-Hand Picked Spotted Cotton-We Are
High Cash Buyers of Low Grade Cotton.
ALBERT COSTEN-COTTON GIN
DRESDEN, TENNESSEE
concrete roads keep their riding smoothness!"
Tie Metal Read Test confirms for taxpayers
that sonnets provides lasting riding quality.
Concrete and asphalt were tested side by side
on 6 loops in the recent National Road Test,
sponsored by the American Association of
State Highway Officials. Loaded trucks trav-
eled 17 million miles over the hundreds of
pavement test sections.
At the end of teat (two years of traffic), the
surviving sections were measured for riding
quality. Concrete averaged "very good."
Asphalt averaged "fair."
It's with good reason that concrete is
preferred for important roads such as state
primary routes. The low upkeep cost of con-
crete savea taxpayers money year after year.
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
1105 Commonwealth 111416., lemesvale, Kentucky 40202
A national organization to improve and
exand ihs uses qf concrete
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CHESTNUT GLADEBy Mrs, Horsey You'll&
The rain this Monday morning
will delay the harvest in this com-
munity, which has been in progressfor the past several weeks, sevendays a week, both day and night.The harvest has been completed on
most farms in the community.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. MyrtleTemple for the regular November
meeting, as 'has been the customfor several years. 'This is the first
meeting for the club year 1985-66.The new officers will be installed
at this meeting. All members are
urged to be present and a cordial
welcome is extended to visitors.The home agent, Mrs. Helen Wiley,Is expected at this meeting. The
craft leader requests that each
member bring Christmas gift sug-gestions.
Get well wishes are extended toMrs. Louella Jonakin, a patient InJones Hospital.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan substituted
at the Dresden School last weekfor Mrs. Betty Featherstone andMrs. Mary Thedford.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison substitutedfor Mrs. Louise Stephenson atDresden last Friday. Mrs. Stephen-
son, who recently had surgery,
went to Millington for a check-up
and was found to be improving
very satisfactorily.
Word has been received that Mr.
and Mrs. Van Brann and Mrs. OpalPounds went to Parsons, Kansas,last week end. Mrs. Pounds will
spend the winter with her daugh-ter, Mrs. Charles Foiles, and fami-ly.
Bobby Joe Brundige, from Nash-
ville, spent Sunday with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige.
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT1 11e .t
riallht Sow • Irmo MO•484•• • Naas
 95 I•14•__ • 
A. C. & Son
E. State Lino Phone 472
Yogi We Hays The
Genuine
Storm Window Kits
DOLLAR STORE
Lake Street Fulton
HAVE THE GENUINE
41,1WATOP QUALITY
W
INDOW 
017 MATERIALS
NOM IN NEAT. KELP OUT COLD
1.1X4GLAS
LASS•O'NET
WYR-0-GLAS
SCREEN-GUS
FLEX4PANE
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Main Street Phone 472
rtikimo Ør—
EASY TO INSTALL
Wide Ostside
Comp1ete-72' x 36- Plastic Sliest
with molding and mils.
013 Nordware & Lembo, ofteres
Illvorywhiire
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Oarog MO*
Bobby Rickman, freshman at
U. T. M. B., spends his week endshere at home with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rickman, and at-
tends his church, New Salem Bap-
tist, serving as superintendent of
the Sunday School.
Mrs. Dave Mathis hasn't felt so
well for the past several weeks andis a-bed a portion of the time athr home in this village. We hope
she will improve very soon.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
appointment at New Salem Baptist
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
and also at the evening service pre-
ceding the BTU meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer of St.
Louis, Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell of
Dukedom and Mr. and Mrs. RobertRickman were Sunday guests of
Y.r. and Mrs. Grover True.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar-
tin, spent Sunday with parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter on AustinSprings-Palmersville Road.
The marriage vows were spoken
at Good Springs the past Sundayfor Miss Diane Watkins and Mr.
Jimmie Johnson of Murray. Dianeis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Basil Watkins, State Lino Road,
and both the bride and groom are
very popular among the younger
set. Congratulations are extendedto these fine young people for along life of happiness!
A miscellaneous shower was giv-
en at the home of Mr. and Mrs.Velva Hawks, Sr., Saturday after-
noon for Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bar-ber, newly-weds. Mrs. Barber is theformer Miss Janice Hawks and Mr.Barber is the son of Mr. and Mrs.Clifton Barber of Lynnville. The
couple received many nice and at-
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1tractive gifts, for which they aregrateful. Mrs. Hawks, Sr., Mrs.Jeneth Vincent and Mrs. MaryOwens were hostesses and, after
opening their many gifts, refresh-
ments were served the group.
Bro. Charles Wall will deliver his
sermon at the Knob Creek Church
of Christ next Sunday at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Pete Chambers will under-go surgery again this week in Bap-List Hospital in Memphis; where
she was admitted two weeks ago.Every good wish is extended that
due respond quickly.
A few weeks ago we had one low-
est temperature of 28, killing most
all the flowers, vegetation, etc.
, Now our leaves are tumbling down.
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We regret to see them go and, al-,
though winter is ahead, then spring
with all its glory. Sometime laterI'll give you a sketch of a new kind
of flower this writer plans to grow.
It is new to me and, I understand
no seed catalog carries it.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields andbaby son, Kerry, drove me homeSaturday and they are now visiting
children, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Argo, and ion Chad in Hickman.
They will return to Tullahoma,
Tenn., Monday, where Doyle will
resume his duties at the AEDC
plant.
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• DETROIT NEWS
R. tor Mamas
We sure had some cold days re-
ently; got down to 22 degrees one
ay and a few at 22. Much warmer
ay.
The new Uninsured Motorist Law
ent into effect November 1, so if
ou have no insurance on your car,
ou have to pay 835.00 into a fund,
o If you hit anyone with your car,hey can collect from this fund
nd you must pay it all back. This
not any insurance on your car,
ut just to protect the other car.The 97 children of the Korean)rphans Choir were at the Masonic
emple for three nights and sang
o a packed house each night. The
roceeds go to build orphans homesKorea. Friday, November 5,hey sang at Temple Baptistlath, with 1500 to hear them.
'hey will also be at Pontiac, Owos-
o and Ann Arbor.
There was a large attendance at
obo Hall to hear the speakers on
cdicare and to take part in the
uestion and answer period.
Some of you remember Grosse
oint, which once was just for the
erg rich. Well, now the rich folks
ave moved to smaller homes and
e big homes and yards are being
ut into small lots. So, it is Grosse
oint in name only.
People are having a lot of troublehunters breaking into summer)mes up north, to sleep. So most
.1 the people pay someone to stay
n them during the hunting season.Roger Hays is making quite a
..ine for himself as hslfback onhe school's football team in War-
CU.
talking to Jimmy Durante, heaid his daughter, Cee-Cee, saidring her home a farm. How to putfarm in an airliner was Jimmy'srig question.
Manch Fisk is back home, aftervisiting folks near Cookville, Tenn.There was a surprise birthdayarty for Mrs. Vida Vaughan, heldt her niece's home in Warren. Sheis 74 years young, but she doesn'took it. Lots of folks dropped in toay hello.
Uncle Bob Allcock celebrated his0th birthday at Grace Church lastSunday night, with cake and coffeeafter service.
Rev. Robert Springer was ourguest preacher last Sunday nightand brought a very good message.J. D. Adams is still in New GraceHospital (18700 Meyers Road) andwill be there some time yet.A wedding shower for Miss JudyPhelps will be at the church Satur-day night, November.13, at 7 p. m.The young people held their Hal-lowe'en party at church and onlya few showed up, which was verydisappointing to them and thesponsors.
James Walters, who has been inGermany for the last four years, inservice, says he will be home forChristmas dinner, which makesRev. and Mrs. Grady Walters veryhappy
Don't forget our sick folks. Goand see them or send a card. Anddon't forget birthdays. It's alwaysnice to get cards from people whoare too busy to stop and say hello.Just a reminder from the High-way Department. That junk youthrow out of your car costs some-body 32c to pick up. Don't be alitterbug, use a container.Rev. Donald Resserr is fillingour pulpit until we get a regularpastor. If in town, why not stop inand hear him.
Call news to me at 293-8161.
• PIERSE STATION
BY MN& Obsess Lowe
DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs. lalinsea Westbrook
Ed Parker died at his home on
October 28, after a short illnesa.
Funeral was conducted at Jackson
Funeral Home with burial in Good
Springs Cemetery. He is survivedby a son, Phil Parker, of Fulton
and a daughter, Mrs. Klyce Parker
of Dukedom.
Sympathy is extended to the fam-ily of Mrs. Carl Young, who died
unexpectedly last Tuesday. Form-
erly of this community, the family
has lived in Fulton for several
years. Funeral was conducted by
Rev. 0. A. Gardner, with burial
at Good Springs. Her husband -1
four sons survive.
Mrs. Grace Armstrong attended
the 50th wedding anniversary cele-bration of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Wyatt at Mayfield Sunday after-
noon. Mrs. Armstrong, along with
Orville McClain, were attendants
A large crowd attended serviceat Johnson/ Grove Sunday. Bro. J.E. Bennett brought a nice messageat the eleven o'clock hour.
The many friends of Yates Hod-ges, of Lansing, Mich., a formerresident of Pierce, will be sorry tohear of his illness. He had surgeryin the Sparrow Hospital in LansingHis room number is 418. I know hewill be glad to hear from oldfriends.
Riley Smith was dismissed fromJones Clinic last week and hasgone to his daughter's for an in-definite stay, with Mr. and MrsRoy Lawson of Sturgis, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Adams, ofMartin, visited Mr. and Mrs. BudStem Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. John Smith was a patientin Jones Clinic a few days last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Adams, ofMartin, spent one day last week
with Mrs. C. E. Lowe. Sunday af-ternoon visitors were Mrs. HarryFrields of near Martin, Mrs. Car-
mack Anderson of Dresden and herdaughter, Mrs. Al Powers, and Mr.Powers.
NEEDLE BRAINS
at the time of the marriage, whichtook place at the home of SquireThacker at Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parker and
son have recently moved to Rus-
sellville, Ky., being transferredfrom Paris, Tenn. He was installed
as manager at this office.
Mrs. Clive Work returned
from Detroit, where she had beenduring the illness and subsequent
operation of her daughter, Mrs.
Ishmael Byars. Mrs. Byars is re-
covering nicely.
Mrs. Severe Mansfield is now re-
cuperating at her home from major
surgery in the Obion County Hos-
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Durham re-
turned from Chieago Saturday,
where they had been for the fun-
eral of Mr. Durham's daughter.
Miss Ruth Darnell of Neoga,
was a week end visitor with her
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell.
Accompanying her was Miss Mar-
garet Reid, an exchange teacher
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from Edinburg, Scotland, who is
working in the same school system
with Ruth.
Congratulations go to Miss Diane
Watkins and Jimmie Johnson, who
were united in marriage in a beau-tiful ceremony at Good SpringsChurch Sunday afternoon at 2:30by Rev. Dale Shelton. Followingthe honeymoon, the young couple
will make their home in Murray.
BORN JUST IN TIME
If Columbus had been born *mi-ller, he probably could not have
made his 1492 voyage to America.Boats were small; seamen could
not sail into the wind and so stay-
ed close to land. The compass was
not available, and the stars had
not been chartered accurately. It
was not until the mid-151h century
that ocean navigation was estab-lished as a science, the NationalGeographic says.
Broadway Comedy Rif
Plays In Louisville
The Broadway comedy hit
"Barefoot In The Park", which
Life Magazine called "one of thtfunniest comedies ever," will bepresented at Louisville's Browi
Theatre Thursday through Saturday, November 11 - 13. Perform
ances are at 8:30 in the evenInc
with a 2:30 p. m. matinee on Sat
urday.
The comedy hit, starring LytleBari, is playing Louisville as part
of a nation-wide tour.
Tickets for "Barefoot In Tht
Park" are on sale at the ticket office, 309 West Walnut St., Louis
vine, 40202. Telephone number587-8627.
Visit Local Stows First
Scientists speculate that it maybecome possible in the future to in-ject students with knowledge. In a
recent experiment, a chemicaltaken from the brains of rats thathad learned to approach a food cup
at the sound of a click was Inject-
ed into other rats. The untrained
rats responded as if they had had
similar teaching.
OMMUNICATION
ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
Telephone lines spread across our na-
tion, giving us immediate contact
with loved ones. Vital business is
rapidly contracted through this
medium.
Our linkage to God is prayer.
Through prayer we can express our
love, our thanks, and seek God's help.
"Hearken unto the voice of my cry,
my King, and my God: for unto thee
will I pray."
Attend church, join others in fellow-
ship and prayer to God.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
!eve of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
Coleman Adv. Sem
THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS BRING PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF THE LOCAL MINISTERIALASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fuiton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Proscription Drug Stops
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-13113
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
Soo us for all your insurance weeds
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE !CLIC COMPANY
At the store seat your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 4724311
E. W. James 8c Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky - Union City, Tom.
South Fulton, Tenn.
THE CITT,72218 BANK
Mak* our book your bank
Hiciasson, Ky. Masses SWUM
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
Live Boiler Illocirlealle
Hickman, Ky.
FuLton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phan* 472.1471
Travelers Inn Restaurant
Featuring Honto-Mado Pies
Spacial Sunday Dinner
JET LANES
Spacial rafts to Church grow
110 Fourth St. none 472-1410
Henry L Siegel Company. Inc.
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Mien mid South Fallon
William Ward, Livestock
We buy and WI dally
Morris SO S. Fulton Phone 479-3032
Airline Gas Co. of Fulton. Inc.
Butane and Propan* gas dealer
Fulton, Ky.
smAummi slim METAL
1.111110X gas furnaces, air oondllionarog—
all-elactrk host pump; electric fumes,
SEARS
Shop by Phone Phone 479-1411111
Took Fulton, Teem
Billy and Ann'e Flowerland
210 Commorelal Phone 4714214
Quality Service
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Lk* Fullest, Ky.
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Public Invited
To Hear Area
Tourist Report
Two Spindletop Research re-
ports on the "Land between the
Lakes" will be released Monday,
November 15th at 11:00 a. m.
0. S. T. at Fentucky Darn Village.
:-.-'ommerce Commissioner Rather-
oe Peden said, "All interested
citizens - property owners, in-
histrialists, civic and government
leaders, members of the press,
:adio TV-are invited".
The studies are "Industrial, Re-
creational, and Tourism Potential
n Lyon and Trigg Counties and
Grand Rivers" prepared thru an
ABA grant of $29,000 and "Lake
Etarkley Regional Plan", a
Vindletop study for the Kentucky
Department of Commerce.
The meeting wit the held in the
main lobby conference room of the
Village Inn at Kentucky Dam Vii-
age. Miss Peden; Ted Broida,
rechno-Economics Manager of
ipindletop; Ray Eaton, Director
4 Community Planing and De-
velopment and other State Of-
Icials will present the reports.
aemembor Our Boys In Viet Nam
SOLDIERS—
(Continued from Page One)
deal) fruit cocktail, peaches ap-
ple sauce, pears) larger (15 oz.)
,vill be accepted.
Cookies: (with out filling or
rostings) tea cakes and the frozen
ready to bake types are excellent
as they hold up so well after bak-
.ng Cookies should be wrapped,
about 6 to the package before pack-
ng; one lb. coffee cans with the
)1astic lids are excellent for pack-
ng cookies and will hold about 3
Jozen.
Cakes: (with out fillings or frost-
ngs) Fruit cakes are great they
iold up well and should be wrap-
ped in foil. Pound cake and any
?lain cake is fine.
Cheese: (wrapped tightly in foil)
Potatoes stix or any snack items
iealed in tin are good.
Candy: Hard candies, life savers
and chewing gum.
Raisins: (the small Sc packages,
vrapped in additional foil are
great.)
Personal items such as lighter
lints, razor blades, shaving creme,
.00th paste and soap. Also mos-
juito repellent. All of these items
re always needed and appreciat-
ed.
2emernber Our Boys In Viet Nam
?ARK WAY—
(Continued from Page One)
ems as other Kentucky toll and
nterstate roads. It will be 51 miles
ong.
The land is generally level and
lot as rocky as right-of-way has
een in other areas.
On the west the parkway will
tart a hall-mile west of Fulton at
n improved conection from High-
vay 51 which Tenessee has agreed
a build.
The road will curve around Ful-
l!) on the west and run to May-
:eld.
The route will interchange with
lighway 408 a half-mile west of
Ienton. It will cross U. S. 68 near
traffenville and terminate at a
unction with Highway 62 west of
Centucky Dam Village.
After connecting with 1-24, the
)iutway route will cross the Ten-
essee on an I-24 bridge not far
'rom Gilbertsville.
Toll plazas are recommended at
nterchanges with Kentucky 339
vest of Wingo and Kentucky 408.
The parkway will complete the
nk between deep Western Ken-
ucky and Eastern Kentucky by
vay of Western Kentucky Park-
vay, Bluegrass Parkway, 1-64 and
Iountain Parkway.
/member Our Boys let Viet Nam
Only Kraft gives you
Macaroni 'n'
Cheese
with
golden
cheddar
goodness
Kraft Dinner gives you ten-
der macaroni, creamy with
golden theme goodness! Easy
- sad quick to Si "as is." Or
essiiins It with other foods
Set lumpseidve yet delicious
COSTS 54
A BURYING
ONLY
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from Page One)
ventive Medicine at Bowman Gray
School of Medicine, Winston-Salem,
North Carolina. It was Ethel Nash,
who at dinner at Spindletop Mon-
day evening had Lorraine Cooper
and myself tell her every minute
detail of the Banana Festival. Lor-
raine did as much talking as I did.
To back up just a little I must
say that if ever the tone needed to
be set for the precious morsels of
learning to come, UK could have
looked the world over and never
found a person who could have
done the honors more thoroughly
than did Mrs. John Oswald, no
doubt the inspiration and the
guiding light for the magnificent
strides being made by the Uni-
versity of Kentucky in every field
of endeavor.
Dressed in a stenning navy blue
wool suit, with a soft, silk flower-
patterned blouse to expertly match
the suit, Rose Oswald welcomed
the large gathering in such a man-
ner that made us feel not only
privileged to be a part of this im-
pressive program, but just to be
alive and working and sharing the
work that has been done by the
women of the world, and to be a
part of the effort and the "goals
to go."
In the afternoon on Monday we
enjoyed a program chairmaned by
Mrs. Barry (Mary) Bingham, and
participated in by the man and
wife psychiatry team of Dr. Ken-
neth and Ellen Keniston of Yale
University. Another member of the
panel was Caryl M. Kline, assistant
to the Chancellor for Women's Ed-
ucation at the University of Pitts-
burg.
And with her lies a fabulous story
that you will enjoy.
Caryl, (we were all on a first
name, so friendly basis) wanted me
to tell her more about the Banana
Festival that she had been hearing
so much about around the confer-
ence tables. When I clued her in
on some of our successful activities
she took out a pad and pencil and
said: (this you'll love.)
"Here is my brother's phone
number in Washington. I will see
him before you will and tell him
what you people are trying to do.
Here is his private secretary's
number, and this is his home phone
in case you don't get him at the
office. You tell him what you need
and if he doesn't help you, you
just call me at this number." . .
(So she wrote the number down.)
I don't know how I could have
asked hex any other way, but I
said: "Who is your brother?"
"He's Senator Wayne Morse of
Oregon!"
(More Next Week)
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
•
NO MORE TILTS . . . Jefferson County Attorney E. P. Sawyer makes
sun* this pinball machine will never tilt again. He and county police
smashed *re* of the devices on orders of Quarterly Court. The ma-
chines had boon used for gambling in Jefferson County.
PINBALL—
(C•ntinued From Page One)
any other community; that the
presence of these pin bail machines
are detrimental to the welfare
and morals of the community; that
they add nothing of value to the
community and the money taken
in by the machines goes out of the
state and community and no useful
purpose is served by the presence
of thees machines: Therefore be it
resolved by the City Commission
that all business establishments in
the corporate limits of South Ful-
ton now having or permitting pin
ball machines in their businesses
are hereby requested to.cooperate
with the City Commission in asking
the operators and owners of said
machines to remove them from
their place of business and not per-
mit their operation any longer.
The City Commission would ap-
preciate the courtesy and coopera-
tion of all establishments in South
Fulton to the end that these ma-
chines that contribute to the juve-
nile delinquency of our youth and
having an evil effect on the com-
munity as a whole, be removed
from the City.
WAL10ER—
•
(Continued Prom Pass one
chase Parkway.
Henry was engineer for the Fifth
District (Louisville) when he was
assigned to Paducah.
Ward said he regretted the loss
of Henry.
"He simply got a better job; you
can't blame a man for taking a
better job," be said.
Henry came to head the Paducah
District highway office Jan. 26, re-
placing Jack Gray who was named
assistant commissioner of highways
In program management in Frank-
fort.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
Questions And Answers For
IiiTERANS AFFAIRS I
Automatic life insurance cover-
age of $10,000 Is provided for
American military personnel the
world over under a government in-
surance program placed into effect
October 1.
Acting under instructions from
President Johnson to get the new
insurance program in operation at
the earliest possible date, William
J. Driver, Administrator of Vet-
erans Affairs, today certified in a
letter to the Secretary of Defense
that the approximately 2,800,000
members of the Armed Forces
would be blanketed in under the
new Veterans Administration in-
surance program, which became
effective midnight on September
28, 1966.
The actual insurance will be
handled by commercial insurers
with whom the VA is now complet-
ing final details. Thus, no signifi-
cant augmenting of VA's present
insurance.staff will be required.
All servicemen will be covered
by the new $10,000 group insurance
ever. though they already hold GI
Purple Heart
Qualifies For .
GI Insurance
Although not a necessary posses-
siun, a Purple Heart decoration
might make a veteran eligible to
reinstate all or part of his National
Service Life Insurance that he may
have dropped since release from
service.
The Purple Heart enters the pic-
ture since a veteran's eligibility to
repurchase insurance under a new
law passed by Congress is based an
his having a service-connected dis-
ability, according to Olney B.
Owen, Manager of the Veterans
Administration Regional Office,
Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Owen pointed out today that
many types of surgcry undergone
during active service wagd leave
sears, which would not necessarily
entitle the veteran to disability
compensation. Just the same, the
disability would be service-connect-
ed and thus would qualify the vet-
eran to purchase this insurance, he
said.
Thousands of veterans who un-
derwent surgery in service have
never filed a claim to establish
service-connection for the condi-
tion, but can still file a claim and
establish their eligibility for rein-
stating their insurance before the
May 2, 1966, deadline.
insurance from World War I,
World War II or the Korean Con-
flict unless they indicate in writing
that they do not want the new in-
surance coverage.
Since 1957, the only servicemen
insured by the Government were
those with the above policies. Ser-
vicemen could buy commercial
life insurance but in some cases
this type policy did not protect
them in case of hostilities.
Under a second provision of the
new law, beneficiaries of certain
servicemen who died since Janu-
ary 1, 1957 and up until midnight,
September 28, 1965, under specified
conditions listed in the law, may
receive up to $5,000 in a death
gratuity.
The new insurance contract with
the private insurers will include
provisions for premium rates, ex-
penses, accounting, claims, bene-
ficiaries, conversions, and other
program requirements.
A stipulated amount, „estimated
in advance to be approximately
$2 per month for $10,000 of cover-
age, will be deducted from each
serviceman's pay, unless they sub-
mit written refusal of the coverage.
The low cost is made possible
through government contribution of
the amount necessary to cover any
excess mortality owing to extra
hazards of service.
'These deductions will cease after
the individual's last full month of
service but the insurance will con-
tinue for 120 days after separation.
At any time during the 130-day
period, the serviceman may con-
vert the group insurance to an in-
dividual policy with a commercial
life insurance company. No medi-
cal examination will be required.
Benefeliaries can be named by
the insured. Should he make no
designation, payment will follow
this order: surviving spouse, chil-
dren, parents, executor (or ad-
ministrator) of the insured's estate
or other next of kin in accordance
with the laws of the insured's state.
Payment to beneficiary may be
made in a lump sum or in 36 equal
monthly installments.
Unlike, GI Insurance, the VA will
not handle claims, nor payments
of proceeds, in the new insurance
program. All, death claims will be
handled by the appropriate mili-
tary branch and the commercial
company that is chosen to be prime
insuror.
There is no provision for waiver
of premium for total disability, al-
though servicemen with regular GI
insurance in addition to the new
policy may obtain waiver under
their GI policy.
The second provision of the law
sets the following requirements for
eligibility for the $5,000 death
gratuity to certain veterans whose
deaths occurred between January
1. 1967 and September 39, 1985:
1. Those whose death was a di-
rect result of actions of hostile
forces.
2. Those whose death was a direct
result of an accident involving
military or naval aircraft or air-
craft under charter of the Depart-
ment of Defense, Army, Navy or
Airforce.
3. Those whose death was a di-
rect mutt of the extra hazards of
military service as such hazards
may be determined by the Admin-
istrator.
4. Those whose death occurred
while performing service for which
Incentive pay is authorized by law.
( Exa mple: Paratrooper, Sub-
marine Service, Etc.)
Payment of the gratuity will be
to widow or widower, child or chil-
dren regardless of age or marital
status, or parent or parents.
The death gratuity will be re-
duced by the amount of U. S. Gov-
ernment Life Insurance paid or
payable to any or all beneficiaries
plus the amount of VA dependency
and indemnity compensation paid
to any person who received the
death gratuity.
Persons accepting the death
gratuity must waive all rights to
death compensation or dependency
and indemnity compensation.
Isolses/wWcem  OPNIMilim•ININO
SUNSET DIIIIFE-III
THEATRII
Between Martin & Union City
Thur. - Fri. Nov. 11-12
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
James Stewart - Carroll Baker
CHEYENNE AUTUMN
and at 9:15
Glenn Ford - Geraldine Page
DEAR HEART
Saturday, Nov. 13
Three Features
Starts at 7:00
Connie Stevens - Cesar Romero
TWO ON A GUILLOTINE
and at 9:30
BOMBERS B-52
and at 10:30
BATTLE CRY
Sun - Mon. Nov. 14-15
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Shirley MacLain - Peter Ustinov
JOHN GOLDFARB
PLEASE COME HOME
and at 9:30
SECOND TIME AROUND
CLOUD TUI. - MD.
Now, as we go all out to DOUBLE OUR SALES. . .SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
WASHER GIVES YOU DOUBLE VALUE!!
eimmodNumi
JET ACTION
FOR NEW
DEEP
CLEANING!
pr-
a --.
1
t, Jet Action Washing! 2. Jet-Simple Dependability!
• Automatic Soak Cycle loosens dirt and grime
—Wool for washable woolens, too!
• Patented Deep Action Agitator gives all your
wash Deep Action cleaning!
• Jet-Away lint removal! Jet-Away rinse "jets"
lintericum out of tub. No lint trap to clean!
• Jet Spin gets clothes wonderfully dry—saves
heavy lifting!
$224.95
No Belts
To Break
No Pulleys
To Jam
No Gears
To Wear Out
w
YEAR PROTECTION PLAN
...at no extra charge!
Longest, strongest Frigidaire Washer Warranty
ever—backed by General Motors, One-year War-
ranty for repair of any defect without charge, plus
four-year Protection Plan for furnishing replace-
ment for any defective part In the complete
transmission, drive motor, or large capacity water
pump.
ASK US ABOUT OUR LOW PRICES FOR MATCHING DRYERS!
GRAHA
PHONE 472-3791
M FURNITURECOMPANY
FULTON
DAN
pre
York
Beau
nitio
Batt
DAN'L BROOME AND THE FIRST LADY— John W.
"Chip" Evans, Ill, Frankfort, mascot of Kentucky's litter-
prevention program met Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson in New
York during the 12th annual meeting of Keep America
Beautiful, Inc. Mrs. Johnson, who received a special recog-
nition award at the meeting, singled out Kentucky's beauti-
fication program "as a model state in this endeavor." The
program is carried out by the State Department of Natural
Resources.
Custom Earhoouing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
PRIINCH PRIES
Colorful! Comfortable!
Smart Variety and
Very People —
Pleasing!
See Our
ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOI
ORIENTAL MEAT BALLS over rice combine
beef, pork, raisins, onions and gingersnap
crumbs, sparked with lime or lemon juice
and simmered in peach syrup. They are
recommended for family or guests — and
as ideal to serve at after-the-game meals 
too.
Argentinians Cook
Beef In Pumpkin Shell
From the Mississippi Del! a
down to Argentina come today's
recipes for hearty main dishes
cooked in a pot or skillet.
off is one cooked In
a itmschpn shell! It comes from
Argentina and will make a fas-
cinating experiment for the im-
aginative cook during the fall
season when punipkhis abound.
ib# getv Shell
3 doves garlic, quartered
2 tablespoons fat
1 large onion,
2 large tomatoes,
1 large 
= 
greetzrz,4
2 cut in
mins
1 teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
1 teespojstia:Fin
ves
3 potatoes, 'pared
and diced
3 =es frozen corn, whole
2 cups beef broth or consom-
me
44 cup Med** wins
1w pumpkin
1 tablespoon melted butter
la teaspoon salt
Brown garlic in fat; remove
end discard. Cook onion in re-
mahdng fat untll yellow. Add
tomatoes, green pepper, beef,
salt, pepper and sugar. Mix
thoroughly and simmer for 211
Wades, stirring occasionally.
Add peaches, potatoes, corn and
broth to meat mixture. Cover;
simmer for 40 minutes. (Add
more broth during cooking, if
needed.) Add wine.
Cut top from pumpkin and
save. Remove seeds and mem-
branes. Coat inside of pumpkin
with butter and salt. Pour stew
In to pumpkin shell. Replace
filled pump-
CVnlitshaViting pan and
bake at 325 degrees for 1 hour,
or until pumpkin meat is ten-
der. Place pumpkin in a bed of
green leaves for serving. Yield:
II servings.
Lancashire Hot Pet
(From "My Fair Lady Cooks"
By Emma Dempster)
This is an easy one because
It is meat, 'taters and wig*
tables in one dish.
Cut up 1 pound good: 3
peel and slice fairly tit* t
or four medium-size pals ,
slice several carrots and on-
ions.
Put them in a casserole in
layers—potatoes, meat, onions,
carrots, and ending with pota-
toes, but before you put on the
last layer of potatoes, pour
stock—about % cup—into cat
serole Add a dash of Worcest-
er sauce, salt and peppier{.And
il you want more seasoning, put
In a pinch of whateverhetb you'
fancy. I like majoram. NOW,
put on the last layer of potatoes
and see that they completely
100% Titanium
One Coat Outfit&
N Whit* z'
PAINT
cover the top. Dot with butter,
sprinkle with paprika and bake
in a moderate oven (350 de-
grees) about three hours, or un-
til meat is tender and potatoes
cooked and brown.
Crab Stew Benchley
(From "My Fair Lady Cooks")
1 pound crab meat
1/2 cup sherry
2 tomatoes, skinned a
chopped
clove garlic, crushed
Salt and pepper
large onion, chopped fine
green pepper, chopped ftne
ounces butter
cup cream
Worcester sauce
Pick crab, cover With sherry
and let stand for 2 hours. Saute
onions, pepper and tomato kg
butter until onion is tender. Adtt
garlic and cream. Add crab,
stir and heat gently. Season and
add Worcester.
Chicken and Dumplings .
(From "My Dining Generaties“
By Margaret Wynn)
1 large hen
2 cloves of garlic
1 onion
Cut hen in pieces. Cook with
garlic and onion until tender.
DUMPLINGS:
1% cups four
1 egg
% teaspoon salt
V4 cup milk or water
Sift flour and salt together.
Beat egg into milk. Add to
flour and stir. Knead and roll
out with a biscuit roller. Cut
Into squares and drop into chick-
en pot. Cook for 20 minutes.
Stock from chicken will be thin.
Thicken the stock with 3 table-
spoons flour to which water has
been added to make a thin
paste. Stir slowly and thor-
oughly and cook 5 minutes long-
er.
Best Siregeneff
(Frew "Proof of the Peden('
By Ihelby Woman's Clen)
3 tablespoons flour
1 poimd round or tenderloin
1/4 cup butter or margarine
1 small onion, chopped fine
1 cup sour cream
1 teaspoon *salt
% pound mushrooms, fresh or
canned
% teaspoon Worcestershire
sauce
teaspoon pepper
Pound flour well into the beef
until steak is about 1/4-inch
thick. Then ad NM .14Incia
strips. Add beef aim isLtfic
butter heated in a Iseav.1Vmd
and brown on all sides, truing
frequently. Remove to a bowl
and cover to imp het. Now add
Sainte Md linsims; cover
and cosh shear 6 Wades, stir-
ring ennalklE0H/- *ban meat
to skillet, stir in Waerinisruhire
sauce and soar tram. Omer'
and reheat to boiling. Sinned
with salt and pepper...led serve
over fluffy "idle tiet • •
Oriente( Meal Nab
With Pesch Eases
1/2
 
pounds ground beef
% pound grand port
1 egg
% etc gingeramp czumbe
1/4 cup raisin
1/4 cup finely chopped onion
2 teaspoons sett
;C tempos. pepper
2 ' tablespoons lemon or lime
jtdce
t tablespoon shorteningtablespoons flour
1 can (1 pound, 14 ounces)
sliced peaches
teaspoon cinnamon
tablespoon shredded lemon
or lime rind, optional
Combine meats, egg, ginger-
snap crumbs, raisins, onion,
salt, pepper and 1 tablespoon
lemon or lime juice. Mix well.
Shape into balls, using a round-
that wonderful new drycleaning process
oR-Avada.
,LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, DM1
218 E. State Line Pho. 412-1700
South Fulton
DumpsDresden
Captures Title In
Western Division
South Fulton got tta high-
oowered offense rolling once
lain Friday night and all but
ran Dresden off of the Devil?
field.
Striking like lightning, the
Devils dumped Dresden 25-0
and sewed up the champlonahip
for the Western division of the
Reelfoot conference,
Martin's loss to Greenfield
Friday throws the Eastern por-
tion of the loop into a three-
way tie between Martin, Green-
field and Alamo. The winner
will be decided by the Dick-
inson system which allots str-
iate numbers of points for
each win based on the strength
of the team beaten.
During the ga.me, Greg Ham-
ilton had a field day chalking
up 169 yards. Steve Green got
62 and Jack Simpson had 56.
All in all, the Devils were
just not to be denied. Their
coach, Charles Akers, today
praised his team for its play.
"Our defense was great. They
(Dresden) could never pene-
trate beyond our 30," he said.
South Fulton drew blood on
its first running play from
scrimmage when Greg Hamil-
ton crashed into the canter of
the use, popped through the
et tablespoonful of mixture for
each ball. Brown on all sides in
melted shortening. Spr in k le
flour evenly over meat. Drain
peaches. Pour 1 cup peach
syrup over meat balls. Cover,
simmer until meat is done,
about W minutes. Add drained
peaches and remaining lemon
or lime juice, heat. Sprinkle
with lemon or lime rine:, if de-
sired. Serve over rice. Yield:
6 to I servings.
secondary after brushing aside
two tacklers, and then had clear
mailing to the goal 67 yards
away. He took another hand-
off to score the extra point
and South Fulton led 7-0.
Minutes later, Hamilton
beaded around end, had his way
cleared by two good blocks
and was home free until be
crashed into resistance on the
goal line. The run was good
for IS yards and another score
and SF held a 13-0 lead.
As the first period was clos-
ing, Dresden's quarterback
rolled out and then lateraled
the ball to his halfback. The
back bobbled and then drop-
ped the ball and SF's fullback
Jack Simpson was on the spot
to scoop it up and race 35
yards for a score to give South
Fulton 19 points for the quar-
ter.
Things settled down in the
second and third quarter, as
both teams battled It oift in
about midfield.
Then In the final frame,
&nth Fulton mounted its scor-
ing horse once again, drove
70 yards down the field, and
sent Wove Green over from a
yard ad for the final tally.
Metropolis 7,
Fulton 0
FULTON, Ky., Nov. 0 — Half-
back Darryl Benton grabbed
the opening kickoff and gamest
85 yards to pay dirt to lead
Metropolis, 111., to a 7-0 win over
Fulton Friday night.
Benston, who also excels in
basketball at Metropolis, ran the
ball up the middle of the field.
shook off two tacklers at mkt-
field, then cut to the outside be-
bind a wall of Mockers to pro-
vide the only touchdown of dui
game.
Gene Sparks iftissed to Jack
Glass for the extra point.
The teams battled fairly even-
ly the remainder of the contest.
My deaf. if you are almOb-
ing more and enjoying it
Ion you need a new cigar-
ette case with lighter to
match from
THE PARK TERRACE
GIFT AND ANTIQUE
SHOP
You will Wet love one of thew
matching sets in all the row deco-
rator colors as well as gleaming
geld, treaty white and beak Mooch.
have compacts, pill boxes and all kinds of
Attie goodies to match.
And girls . . . *vet forget us when you need
something different for • bridge prim. We hove
11111.0.0..111 many cute things, yea must come by and
see us. We will de them up in pretty riblans and
paper mith our ems geld mei. We'll be imicing for
you. Open daily 74.
stocks ore complete - selections grand
we're here to help - yours to command
so lay-away a gift a day for a
Merry &wawa Hofükit
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We are now taking orders for
Butter Balls and Armour Stars
Piggly Wiggly
South Fulton, Tennessee
NEW STORE HOURS
During Winter Months
Mon. 8-8 Fri. 8-9
Tues. 8-8 Sat. 8-9
Wed. 8-8 Sun. 9-7
Thurs. 8-8
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•edicare, Only One Of Many Welfare Steps
aken By 89th Congress Of U.S. This Year
• InintWI POT! — Few
Zalieeenters of the Grit ass.
4lon of the 69111 Cabinda
Zomcire attenexia than theu "medicare" pack..
BON nut it's only one of
*May tar-reaching ma..
hair*. in the health, Social
Ofscurity and passion fields.
IMES Laths second of Ryser-
:lass on Ise legislative out.
et the first session.
You could already be
a WINNER of
•
IN MERCHANDISE
NINE
swEEPNBES
\ CHECK WITH US!
Aftwinning numbers
45
 r 
am now posted in 
.0
our stone
,k40.,e,,nring in the Pfizer. 
Rush coupon card
from the November Farm Jour-
nal. Successful Farming or Pro-
gressive Farmer.
If your number isn't posted.
you're still eligible for the
$10.000 Grand Prize!
INNITIIIMI STATES
Co-Oporalive
Gentral Ave. S. Pollen
Pew 4194112
WASHINGTON — Big-
ger pensions for the nation's
elderly, insurance against the
filliacia1 ravages of illness in
old age, a drive against thedis-
Wes that menace all Amer--
Cane.
Pushed by President John-
son under his Great Society
banner, thee* programs are
counted among the most dra-
matic first-session steps by the
gam Coegrese in a bumper leg-
ishitive year.
The price tag is big: An
increase of nearly $5 billion in
Social Security taxes next year,
and a share of the near-record
$119.3 billion appropriated by
Coogress.
U you are one of the more
than 19 million Americans who
is 55 or older, the government
has placed in your hands, and
your wallet, a vast new range
a benefits.
For The
BEST
and
MEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
.7.-
4•A
;
vim I , •
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Nothing plain about the plains,
Ncimderfulss
...you know the beauty of simplicity
The leathers the colors... the feel of them
and the heels of them all go to prove so sweet
the simple. Pretty pert about plain pumps...
aren't you. Miss Wonderful? Advertised in
Cosmopolitan. Glamour. Seventeen, Mademoiselle.
BAT SHOE STORE
320 LAKE STREET ivvrom
Overshadowed by me $6.1-
billion package of medical care
and Social Security benefits is
an array of other programs to
deal with ailments, physical aid
mental, that can strike at any
time of
Already the government is
contacting millions of Ameri-
cans who are on the Social
Security roster to ten them of
the new medical care pro-
visions which began next Adyl.
One is a basic hospital in-
surance plan. You are covered
If you are 65 or older. This
Is so even if you don't draw
Social Security payments be-
cause you are still working and
earning a good living.
The other is an optional pro-
gram that will pay most of
your doctors' bills U you are
over 65 and agree to pay $3 a
month out of your Social Secur-
ity pension.
Under the same law, that
payment has been increased by
at least $4 a mouth.
Here is an example ot what
medicare will mean to a man
over 65, living largely on Social
Selcurltl:
• -Stricken with a haartailack,
he spends 40 days in a pit -s-
ay hospital room.
That adds up to $1,000, an
oeenitieLming bill for a man of
modest means.
Under the hospital laser-
snap program, all but the first
$40 of that amount will be paid.
The new law entitles an
elderly American to as much as
60 days hospitalization for $40,
with the goilernment paying the
nests After that, for another 30
days, the palest win Day 210 a
day. The Social Security insur-
ance plan will pay the remain-
der.
Beginniug in 1967, an elderly
patient could leave the hospital
and recuperate in • nursing
home, with insurance minter
his first 20 days. Then, tar gip
to 60 days, the goversmeetpre.
gram would pay warilleaverer
$5 daily.
Under the optional insure/see
on doctors' bills, the patios*
pays the first $10 sad 20 per-
cent of the remainder. That
means that if the same heart
patient ran up a $500 dodoes'
bill, he would pay $140 of it.
His $11-a-tnallab loserease Pro-
gram would. fiallatie as rest.
For wage earners under So-
cial Security, this over-all
package means a alierp boost in
Social Security taxes next Jana-
ary.._ The employer tax share
aliervill be bigger.
If you earn at least $6,600
Social Security taxes will cost
you $277.20 next year.
This year's togs payment, on
the first $4,600 of income, was
$174.
Government experts think
there may be some measure of
offsetting benefit for the under-
65 wage earner who buys his
hospital insurance. This would
be in the form of possible low-
er private rates as elderly peo-
ple curtail or drop their pri-
vate health coverage. -
Congress did not stop with
benefits for the ailing and elder-
ly, it enacted programs des-
igned to combat crippling ar.d
killing diseases.
President Johnson declared
his goal is a five-year increaae
In the avert*, American life
expechincy over the next
decade. He said that would put
the average at 75 years.
One new law launches a
three-year, $340-million cam-
paign against cancer, heartdis-
ease aid strokes. Johnson said
those ailments will claim seven
of every 10 Americans who die
this year.
up Thereirionarrior:ewnteilirblis desusedigntedseto
spur research, training and ed-
ucation in combatting the ail-
ments.
Congress also has acted to
aid medical education and to
build, on a matching fund basis,
up to $560 million worth of new
health research facilities.
Another $340-million fed-
eral project will pay op to 90
THANKS TO ALL
I want to thank my clients and friends for all
the patronage and favors in the past 19 years.
My office will be closed after Saturday, Nov. 6.
H. W. CONNAUGHTON, DVM
• ••
• 41, 1•-• • :
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percent of the cost of regional
health centers.
vostuany, that could estab-
lish op to 30 health centers,
most at theft at medical schools
across the country. Johnson
said they would spread to all
corners of tbe nation dramatic
new methods of dealing with
killer diseases.
Congress looked to the very
young, as well as the elderly,
in enacting health legislation.
One - bill offers $44 million
in federal grants tobalp finance
immunisation programs aimed
at five contagious diseases that!
can afflict children.
Another $224 million was!
vow to help staff community
mental health centers.
"Now it is time to take more
of the mentally ill out of asyl-
um s and keep them and care for
them in their home communi-
ties," said Johnoon.
The president added that one
in every 10 Arne:leans is in need
of mental health care.
Congress ordered one warn-
ing of possible danger as well
as steps to combat chemise.
Yulton, Ky.
3
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Beginning Jan. 1, every pack-
age of ctgarets must bear this
message:
"C.autiun. Cigaret smoking
may be hazardous to your
health."
100% NYLON
Tricot Knit
DUSTER
Quilted Nylon Tricot
With Polyester Fiberfill
Lovely gift idea for some special
occoofons. No-Iron nylon tricot knit
with warm polyester fiberfill. Asp
meted cation. Dainty lace trim.
beak itumillam aged large sizes.
Fulton, Ky. 
-4
Ice cream is just ice cream
...unless it's
(11111111111.1
dalti lei 94
Holiday Fruit
*INK GYM* Mill aft kW"
Then you know it's Quality Chekdi
That means unique flavors. Like our Holiday Fruit Ice Cream.
We use real fruits. Red and green cherries. Pineapple. Even
toasted and salted almond nut meats. Then we blend generous
portions of them with our own creamy vanilla ice cream
...to bring you Holiday Fruit Ice Cream truly rich in fruit flavort
Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the
select dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
It does make a difference.
— 
DISTRIBUTED BY
Pure Milk Company
FULTON ICY. DIAL
tem-81•11., 4.•
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NEW BROWN SHOE COMPANY FACTORY BUILDING at Clinton (above) is an Imposing structure located
on the south side of town akmgalde U. S. 51 highway. Above aerial photo by the Shopper photographer is look.
bog north, with the Clinton-Hickman County hospital shown above the factory building. and downtown Clinton
off the photo at top center.
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Ferris Wheel Parking Lot
Boon To City Planners
The parking lot of the future
may be referred to as "that
ferris wheel".
A new innovation, recently
introduced in the United States,
may revolutionize the parking
industry in congested urban
areas.
The new system, the Wulps
Parking Tower, is a Swiss de-
sign ed, 79-foot high steel
structure that accommodates
20 vehicles in a ground area
of 564 square feet; a space
normally needed to park two
standard size U.S. automo-
biles. A ground area of about
6,000 square feet would be
needed to park the same num-
ber of vehicles on a conven-
tional lot.
The parking tower resem-
bles a large ferris wheel. Two
strands of 21-inch Rex roller-
less Chabelco steel chain are
used to convey the patting
cradles around the tower unit.
According to the manufacturer
of the chain Rex Chainbelt
Inc., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
the strands have an ultimate
=
th capacity of 310,000
s.
To operate the "garage"
the motorist, or attendant
pushes a button which moves
an empty cradle to the ground.
The car is driven into the
cradle, the button pushed and
another cradle moves to ground
level.
The tower can be operated
without an attendant by use of
key, coins or push buttons.
When an attendant is em-
ployed, one man can handle up
to six units, or 120 cars. Ac-
cording to the U.S. Distributor,
Parking Systems, Inc., 24-16
Bridge Plaza Square, Long
Island City, New York, the
average car delivery takes
only 40 seconds.
The Rex rollerless Chabelco
steel chain and the guide
system provides the heart of
the tower, with the chain
serving as the carrier and the
guide system keeping the
cradles on a fixed and stable
path. A mechanical drive unit,
powered by a 40 horsepower
electric motor, supplies the
power for rotating the cradles
or "garages".
The economic advantages
of this system are many.
Small, odd-sized parcels of
land can be profitably utilized,
and the tower may be installed
and later removed to soother
Let us remove old summer olL check the radiator
base, put in antifreeze and give your car a
location to suit the owner's
requirements. Thus, the land
can be converted toothet uses
at • future date. The system
can also be incorporated into
existing suuctures.
FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
EY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of installing a new WWI* OM
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Host-Pusisolileskin
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT
SMALLM.AN SHEET METAL
FULTON, PHONE 472-11112
.1..ii0111••••••••••••••••••i
A "Carrousel" Takes Delay
Out of Luggage Delivery
Busy air travelers at the
TWA flight center at New
York's Kennedy International
Airport claim their luggage
only too strides away from
curbside, where cabs, limou-
sines and personal automo-
biles await them.
Three bright stainless steel
Carrousel L ugg a ge Dispen-
sers, 20 feet in diamezer, are
of the unique baggagepart
handling system that delivers
the bags to passengers with-
out delay or confusion.
The patented Carrousel
Luggage Dispensers, are de-
signed and built by the
Mathews Conveyer Company,
recently acquired division of
Rex Chainbelt Inc., Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin.
The Dispensers can handle
300bags in a 20minute period,
and are the tenninum of an
incoming conveyor system de-
signed to get luggage to. the
claiming area ahead of the de-
planing passengers.
Incoming passengers' 14-
gage is brought into the termi-
nal and unloaded from tyains
of baggage carts or ;en-pro-
pelled baggage vehicles and
transferred to the Mathews con-
veyor systems, starting on the
apron side of the terminal and
discharging to the automatic
rotary luggage dispensing
units for delivery to pas-
sengers.
Signs adjacent to each con-
veyor loading notion identify
the air carrier and flight num-
ber.
Each conveyor load point is
provided with a conveyor con- •
trol plus signal system, and a
telephone for communication
with the passenger service
representative in the luggage
claim area.
Rex Chainbelt Inc., re-
ports that many of the nation's
FRIDAY
FISII
FIIY!
1 to 12 p. na.
All you can out $1.00
claildron 75t
.DER
Fresh Caught. Irish
Husk Puppies:Slow,
Tarter Sauti
French Kriel
A.
SESTA
Fulton. Ky.
HIRSCH'S
SLEEPERS
Shirtwaist Shift
Carefree blend of cotton and Zontrel
rayon ... needs little or no ironing!
Stead pink, decks,
solids *A epee NI-
map *Mt WM
WM If dam* heft
You'd expect to pay 1.99
fbr this wally ...
PhDs tette. and Polyester
• Pink • Mu. • Geld
• Green • White
SIZES 32 to 38
INSULATED
wewprefif
PAcS
Men's
12
Inch L.
Compare at $31
Cleated
robber solo
Steel thank
COTTON PLAID info Ft 72 INCHES WIDE
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10
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I ea ding airports are now
using, or in the process og
converting to the new Macho";
luggage handling system.
Other air terminals featuring
the Mathews units are O'Hare
International Airport in Chi-
cago, Boston's Logan Interna-
tional, Montreal International,
Toronto International, and
terminals at Miami, Los An-
geles and San Francisco.
WAYNE'S
GULF
FREE
Fill Up
If you would like to play the
clock game come by
Warte's
Service endow in
SOUTH FULTON, MIN.
if the alarm goes Off while
your car is being filled
YOU WIN 'Ttill PILL UP
the clocks will be set on each
pump. In order to win your
pump clock must alarm at
the time your car is betas
filled. Each clock will alarm
3 times a day. Max. of 33 fa.
a time.
MEN'S $3 VALUE Cotton
FLANNEL. 11114s i
Soft napped cotton,
roomy comfortable cut,
coot style with pocket.
Popular sizes
Our 1.49 Cotton
FLANNELS
Compare to $2
elsewhere!
Wash 'n wear cotton Bonne!
—extra worm, good-lookingl
I C 4P'
4!. If t
SWEAT SHIRTS
For Men
Great for casual
comfort( Wide
color choice
"Wrangler" Work Socks 3$
g
Iwo-throod 100% rotten with nylon roinkned
heel and too. Sloth or full length. sizes 10 to
13 in white, rey. Gusrentood wok 
 PRS.
Charge it now
on convenient
crodit tormsl
• BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION.. ALWAYS'
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WASHINGTON (ANF)—
The Army is directing a tri-
service program to send six
mobile military medical teams
to the Republic of Vietnam
this month to aid the medical
staffs of civilise hospitals4 _
tthere.
Under what is known as
the Military Provincial Hos-
pital Assistance Program,
the teams will expand health
and medical services for the
civilian population while les-
sening the critical shortage
of Vietnamese medical per-
..
sonnet.
There are less than 1,000
physicians for a population
of 14 million in Vietpam. By
comparison, there iii-one doc-
tor for each 700 persons in
tifg U. S.
The 16-man teams, three
from the Army, tWo from
the Air Force, and atm from
the Navy, will receive an ori-
entation course at Brooke
Army Medical Center, Ft.
Sam Houston, Tex., before
leaving for Vietnam.
ABERDEEN PROVING
GROUND, Md. (ANF) —
Olive
-drab paint that reflects
solar heat and helpicto cam-
ouflage Army missiles in
flight has been developed by
the Army's Coating and
Chemical Laboratory here.
Considered a breakthrough
in a "nearly impossible
search," the paint reflects
the sun's infra-red rays, an
ability heretofore the domain
of light-color finishes. The
reflecting propertlei keep
temperatures down within
the missile's complex interior.
But lig/it color on the out-
side also brought with it
ease of detection when the
missile was in 11141#. Using
the OD finish, thfignissile Is
swathed in an "aerial camou-
flage," thus combining both
important needs in one leyer
of paint.
We sell and install
Storm Windows and
Car Ports
BROKEN GLASS
replac
VENETIAN
SIMONS P
WALLPAPER STORE
Dial 479-2724 Fulton
SALE: Super-92 soy-bean
Iii Massey
-Ferguson combine;
ot platform, pick-up reel, by-
e header with cab. A-1 coo-
n; priced to sell. Paul Nailling
meet Company, Fulton,
I. 472-111011.
66 FORD Plekup, 1.16 miles
OM FORD GALAX'S V4. auto-
meek
66 MUSTANG V4 Hardtop
SS LINCOLH—eir and power
FAIRLANE SOS V4, straight
shift
FAIRLANE SOS. 6-tyl;
straight shift
8 FORD Gataxi* sedan; Vi,
t automatic
FORD Galax'. convertible
3911, stick
63 CHEVROLET Impala Hard-
top
T-BIRD convertibts, full
power
MERCURY; 11 owner; clean
FORD 6-passenger wagon,
pewee
(4) FORD Galaxies
SO CHEVROLET ceswertible,
V4; stick
66 MUSTANG 6-cylinder hard-
top
OS FORD pickup, 15,90 nabs
• 'FORD GAMIN; air and
13111111L waged-11
CHEVROLET Petite, Magog
$e PONTIAC hanks"
bring or mail yours in now! Rates are Sc _a word
with a 50c minimum, cash with order. Deadlbto is
noon on Mondays.
I have moved my office
to the building formerly
3ccupied by the Banana
Festival Headquarters at
201 Commercial Avenue.
Col. C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker
f: PANTING? Redecorating? For all
, your highest quality paint products
i go to Sherwin-Williams Paint Com-
pany, 114 Lake Street.
—
I NEED GIFT IDEAS? Shop at the
' Park Terrace Vift Shop for a
beautiful variety, sure to please!
—
; COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
I for promotions, advestiaing and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City, phone 885-3570.
 Army Directs
immosimmentim.* Tr -Service
Medical -Aid
KEN-TEN ANGUS FARM
FIRST PRODUCTION SALE OF
REGISTERED AN6US CATTLE
Thursday, Nov. 18 - 12:(X) Noon
ON FARM, 6 MILES NORTH OF UNION CITY, TENN.
HWY. 116, KY-TENN. STATE LINE ROAD.
10 SERVICE AGE MALES - 60 FEMALES
CHOICE STEER and HEIFER CALVES
MR. I MRS. PARNELL CARRIGAN & SON
ROUTE 4 PHONE 5024113-5077
HICKMAN, KY. JORDAN, KY.
LUNCH AV 1 .L AT SAL
POSITION AVAILABLE
UTILITY SERVICE MAN
Experience in gas utility required. Salary open,
Apply City Manages, City HalL South Fulton, TenN
news.
•••••••••••••••••••404
Nelson And Neal
Nelson and Neal, the two
-piano team which this year Joined
the UTMB staff, will play its first on
-campus recital Friday,Nov. 12, at 8 p.m., in the music building auditorium.
The husband-wife duo
-pianists have performed more than1,000 concerts around the world. Their popularity with audi-
ences is confirmed by the fact that, on their annual 40,000-
mile tours, more than half of Mr. Neal is a native of Paris,their performances are re- Tenn., and is the son of Aftor-
turn engagements. ney and Mrs. Fisher Neal of
"We Specialise In Service"
• Gnash* *-014 Changed
• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Let Us RalanceiVour Tires
Clyde Fields;Service Sta.
In the Heart of lpwn Town Fulton
Fulton, Ky.
Paris. His wife is a native
of Australia. They have three
children.
Their recital will include
works by Mendelssohn, Shosta-
kovitch, Brahms, Ravel and
Liszt. It will be open to the
public and there will be no
charge for admission. A recep-
tion will follow the concert.
at UTUB, Nelson and Neal will
continue their annual concert
tours. Their services to Oa
public, through UTMB, will in-
clude teachers workshops es
campus and in other parts of the
state, lectures and demonstra-
tion lessons, personal auditions
and consultations with UTMB
music students and a special
"festival" when talented high
school students may be
auditioned and advised.
We have about 25 on hand and we trade daily
We also buy used cars. Come see us, we appreciate
your business.
WILSON MOTORS
Now Moved Back To Our Old Location
Phone 472-3362 US 45-51 B -Pass, North
WHAT? — We are giving away FREE TWO 625 SAVINGS BONDS
PLUS 5,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS
WHEN? —SATURDAY, DECEMBER HI, 1965 7:00 P. td,
WHERE? — Jack Lowe's DX Service Station located at the stop
light on the Martin Highway in South Fulton
Come by and register. Also us the coupon below for EXTRA
STAMPS now
100 Top Value Stamps with $3.00 purchase
South Fulton, Tenn. Phone 479-2161
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NEW BROWN SHOE COMPANY FACTORY BUILDING at Clinton (above) is an imposing structure located
on the south side of town alossgside U. S. 51 highway. Above aerial photo by the Shopper photographer is look.
hag north, with the Clinton-Hickman County hospital shown above the factory building, and downtown Clinton
off the photo at top center.
Ferris Wheel Parking Lot
Boon To City Planners
The parking lot of the future
may be referred to as "that
ferris wheel".
A new innovation, recently
introduced in the United States,
may revolutionize the parking
industry in congested urban
areas.
The new system, the Wulpa
Parking Tower, is a Swiss de-
sign ed, 79-foot high steel
structure that accommodates
20 vehicles in a ground area
of 564 square feet; a space
normally needed to park two
standard size U.S. automo-
biles. A ground area of about
6,000 square feet would be
needed to park the same num-
ber of vehicles on a conven-
tional lot.
The parking tower resem-
bles a large ferris wheel. Two
strands of 21-inch Rex roller-
less Chabelco steel chain are
used to convey the parking
cradles around the tower unit.
According to the manufacturer
of the chain Rex Chainbelt
Inc., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
the strands have an ultimate
=sr.h capacity of 310,000
To operate the "garage"
the motorist, or attendant
pushes a button which moves
an empty cradle to the ground.
The car is driven into the
cradle, the button pushed and
another cradle moves to ground
level.
The tower can be operated
without an attendant by use of
key, coins or push buttons.
When an attendant is em-
ployed, one man can handle up
to six units, or 120 cars. Ac-
cording to the U.S. Distributor,
Parkins Systems, Inc., 24-16
Bridge Plaza Square, Long
Island City, New York, the
average car delivery takes
only 40 seconds.
The Rex rollerless Chabelco
steel chain and the guide
system provides the heart of
the tower, with the ch a i n
serving as the carrier and the
guide system keeping the
cradles on a fixed and stable
path. A mechanical drive unit,
powered by a 40 horsepower
electric motor, supplies the
power for rotating the cradles
or "garages".
The economic advantages
of this system are many.
Small, odd-sized parcels of
land can be profitably utilized,
and the tower may be installed
and later removed to another
•
•
Novrs THE 7111
TO WINTERIZE!
Lot us remove old sununer oil, check the radiator
base, put in antifreeze and give your car a
gmseral
pre-winter
check-upi
It Service Station
OPEN 04
HOURS A DAY STANDARD PHONE 472-17
1TH AND LAKE STS.
location to suit the owner's
requirements. Thus, the land
can be converted to other uses
at a future date. The system
can also be incorporated into
existing structures.
FREE FURNACE INSPECT=
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS. (XL, COAL
Free estirnate on cost et isistelline a new UPI= 011111
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Hast-Pituan-Eledrin
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON, PHONE 472-1512
"Carrousel" Takes Delay
Out of Luggage Delivery
Busy air travelers at the
TWA flight center at New
York's Kennedy International
Airport claim their luggage
only ten strides away from
curbside, where cabs, limou-
sines and personal automo-
biles await them.
Three bright stainless steel
Carrousel Luggage Dispen-
sers, 20 feet in diameter, are
of the unique baggagepart 
system that delivers
the bags to passengers with-
out delay or confusion.
The patented Cerro usel
Luggage Dispensers, are de-
signed and built by the
Mathews Conveyer Company,
a recently acquired division of
Rex C.hainbelt Inc., Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin.
The Dispensers can handle
300 bags in a 20 minute period,
and are the tenninum of an
incoming conveyor system de-
signed to get luggage to the
darning/ area ahead of the de-
planing passengers.
Incoming passengers' lug-
gage is brought into the termi-
nal and unloaded from gains
of baggage carts or serf-pro-
pelled baggage vehicles and
transferred to the Mathews con-
veyor systems, starting on the
apron side of the terminal and
discharging to the automatic
rotary luggage dispensing
units for delivery to pas-
sengers.
Signs adjacent to each con-
veyor loading station identify
the air carrier and flight num-
ber.
Each conveyor load point is
provided with a conveyor con-
trol plus signal system, and a
telephone for communication
with the passenger service
representative in the luggage
claim area.
Rex Chainbelt Inc., re-
ports that many of the nation's
FRIDAY
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Fresh Caught . Fish
Hush Puppies,WIew,
Tarter Sava
French Krim
Fulton, IC
HIRSCH'S
1111. HIRSCH CO.
Cotton flannel
sizes 1, 2, 3
print designs.
Cotton knit
aim 1, 2, 3, 4
solid colors.
Shirtwaist Shift
Carefree Mend of cotton and Zontrel
rayon ... needs little Of no ironing!
Sins le le)$;.NK Is N14
You'd expect to pay 1.99
fbr this quality
Pima Cotton and Poly's*
• Piek • Blue • Geld
• Grow • Whit.
SIZES 32 to 38
INSULATED
Waterproof,
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Men's
12
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rubber sole
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leading airports are now
using, or in the process pi
converting to the new Mathes*
'luggage handling system.
Other air terminals featuring
the Mathews units are O'Hare ;
International Airport in Chi-.
cago, Boston's Logan Interns-
clonal, Montreal International, .41,
To ro n t o International, and
terminals at Miami, Los
•::t4geles and San Francisco.
WAYNE'S
GULF
FREE
Fill up
If you would like to play the
clod game come by
fel)
Wayne's Gall
Service station in
SOUTH FULTON, TINIL
if the alarm goes Off while
your ear is being Wed
YOU WIN TWO PILL UP
the clocks will be set on each
pump. In order to win yaw
pump clock must alarm at
the time your car is being
filled. Each clock will alarm
3 times a day. Max. of 25 Ia.
a time.
MEN'S $3 VALUE Cotton
Soft mapped cotton,
most comfortable cut,
coat style with pocket.
Popular shoe
SWEAT SHIRTS
For Men
Great for casual
comfort! Wide
color choice
"Wrangler" Work Socks 3 $i
Two-throorl 100% cotton with nylon reinforced
heel and No. Slack or full length, sizes 10 N
13 in whits, grey. Guaranteed west  PRS.
Charge it now
on convenient
credit terms,
• BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION... ALWAYS!
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SALE: Super-ft soy-bean
Massey
-Ferguson combine:
platform, pick-up reel, hy-
header with cab. A-1 con-
priced to sell. Paul Nailing
Company, Fulton,
422-111011.
YOU BUY a shallow
wog pump, me Tuition Hardware &
Fugiliture Company, where prices
Mat at rue.
65 FORD Pickup, ION WIG.
113 FORD OALAXIII V4I, sow
mall.
MUSTANG V4I Herdtep
11 LINCOLN—air and power
FAIRLANE SOS V-8, straight
shift
12 FAIRLANE SW, 6-cyl;
straight shift
13 FORD Galaxie sedan; v4,
automatic
12 FORD Galsxle convertible
MO, stick
12. CHEVROLET Impala Hard-
top
65 T-EIRD convertibly, full
power
MERCURY; I owner; deism
11 FORD 11-passenger wagon,
Fewer
11 (4) FORD Galaxies
SI CHEVROLET convertible,
V4; stick
II MUSTANG 6-cylinder hard-
top
FORD Odom, MISS smiles
SI FORD Claiwoo; sir sod
Pletatis;F wagon -
CHEVROLET Station Wasiak
PONTIAC hardtop
CADILLAC
(2) PLYMOUTHS
—II OLDER CARS—
bring or mail yours in now! Rates are Sc a word
with a 50c minimum, cash with order. Deadline is
noon on Mondays.
I have moved my office
to the building formerly
3ccupied by the Banana
Festival Headquarters at
201 Commercial Avenue.
Col. C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker
Fodder: central beat* air conditioning
Refrigeration, air conditioning
and heating service
(INCLUDING ELECTRIC WIRING)
;Mu Eledric 43: Refrigeration Co.
West State Line Dial 472-3171
KEN-TEN-ANGUS FARM
FIRST PRODUCTION SALE OF
REGISTERED AN6US CATTLE
Thursday, Nov. 18 - 11:00 Noon
ON FARM, 6 MILES NORTH OF UNION CITY, TENN.
HWY. 116, KY-TENN. STATE LINE ROAD.
10 SERVICE AGE MALES - 60 FEMALES
CHOICE STEER and HEIFER CALVES
MR. & MRS. PARNELL CARRIGAN I SON
ROUTE 4 PHONE 502-883-5077
HICKMAN, KY. JORDAN, KY.
LU CH AVAI A AT SALE
Experience in gas utility required. Salary open.
Apply City Manager, City Hall, South Fulton, Ten%
PA/NTING? Redecorating? For all
your highest quality paint products
, go to Sherwin-Williams Paint Com-
pany, 114 Lake Street.
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
for promotions, advertising and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City, phone 8853570.
Army Directs
Tri-Service
Medical Aid
WASHINGTON (ANF)—
The Army is directing a tri-
service program to send six
mobile military medical teams
to the Republic of Vietnam
this month to aid the medical
Under what is known as
the Military Provincial Hos-
pital Assistance Program,
the teams will expand health
and medical services for the
civilian population while les-
sening the critical shortage
of Vietnamese medical per-
sonnel.
There are less than 1,000
physicians for a population
of 14 million in Vietnam. BY
comparison, there is-one doc-
tor for each 700 persons in
the U. S.
The 16-man teams, three
from the Army. Vivo from
the Air Force, and Brie from
the Navy, will receive an ori-
entation course at Brooke
Army Medical Center, Ft.
Sam Houston, Tex., before
leaving for Vietnam.
ABERDEEN PROVINt
GROUND, Md. (ANF) —
Olive
-drab paint that reflects
solar heat and helptcto cam-
ouflage Army missiles in
flight has been developed by
the Army's Coating and
Chemical Laboratory here.
Considered a breakthrough
in a "nearly impossible
search," the paint reflects
the sun's infra-red rays, an
ability heretofore the domain
of light
-color finishes. The
reflecting propertieg keep
temperatures down within
the missile's complex interior.
But color on the out-
side also brought with it
ease of detection when the
missile was in Ai*. Using
the OD finish, thtoniasile is
swathed in an "aerial camou-
flage," thus combining both
important needs in one ,leyer
of paint.
We sell and install
Storm Windows and
Car Ports
BROKEN
replac
VENETIAN
re
SIMONS P
WALLPAPER STORE
Dial 479-2724 Fulton
• 
Nelson and Neal, the two
-piano team which this year joined
the UTI421 staff, will play its first on
-campus recital Friday,
Nov. 12, at 8 p.m., in the music building auditorium.
The husband
-wife duo
-pianists have .performed more than1,000 concerts around the world. Their popularity with audi-
ences is confirmed by the fact that, on their annual 40,000..
mile tours, more than half of Mr. Neal is a native of Paris,their performances are re- Tenn., and is the son of Attor-
turn engagements. ney and Mrs. Fisher Neal of
"We Specialise In Service"
' Greasing ',Oil Changed
• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Let Us BalancolTeur Tires
Clyde FieldesService Sta.
In the Heart of wn Town Fulton
Fulton, Ky. Nc
Paris. His wife is a native
of Australia. They have three
children.
Their recital will include
works by lAendelssohn, Shosta-
kovitch, Brahms, Ravel and
Liszt. It will be open to the
public and there will be no
charge for admission. A recep-
tion will follow the concert.
As faculty-artist members
at UTMB, Nelson and Neal will
continue their annual concert
tours. Their services to the
public, through UTMB, will in-
clude teachers workshops on
campus and in other parts of the
state, lectures and demonstra-
tion lessons, personal auditions
and consultations with UTMB
music students and a special
"festival" when talented high
school students may be
auditioned and advised.
We have about 25 on hand and we trade daily
We also buy used cars. Come see us, we appreciate
your business.
WILSON MOTORS
Now Moved Back To Our Old Location
Phone 472-3362 US 45-51 B -Pass, North
WHAT? — We are giving away FREE TWO $25 SAVINGS BONDS
PLUS 5,00U TOP VALUE STAMPS
WHEN? — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1965 7:00 P. M.
WHERE? — Jack Lowe's DX Service Station located at the stop
light on the Martin Highway in South Fulton
Come by and register. Also us the coupon below for EXTRA
STAMPS now
100 Top Value Stamps with $3.00 purchase
Jack Lowe's DX Serv. Station
South Fulton, Tenn. Phone 479-2161
1411.104)41.1.100411.01.0111111104).01.100411=114 )411=1.4
 >41111110(>41=04 )4.011.1 )4=04 ka.164NOMPO4M104 )QMP04111114 
>4•1■04111.100411111.1
8?40ermiefikeTa4:"
SYLVANIA
COLOR TV
RECORD PLAYER
Portable
By Arvin
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REELFOOT
SLICED
BACON
69( LB
REELFOOT
HONEY FOLD
SAUSAGE
LB.59( SmouvirrACTIIII LB. 59( GROUND CHUCK
 PORK CUTLETS FRESH LEAN. 19c BEEF LIVER TENDER
HAM1311
BLUE PLA
Salad Dressing
Creamery Buffer
EGQUXEG
CAN ArilPRE gpITsdy TS,
tobKIES (36 Cookies) 3
GRADE A MEDIUM
 
SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S
MILK
QUART
MAPLE LEAF
LB.
PKGS,
39(
73(
DDZEN 89(
6 CANS 39(
$ 1 • 00
3 1/2 GALLONS
Frozen Foods
MORTON DINNERS
FISIIATICKS
STOU
ROE BEEF HASH
STOU
SAUCE with MEAT
slikircil 
 
o D LESg
tye10!IES..
MINCE PIES 
P1/K2G O.
Z.
16 OZ.
11 OZ. PKG.
EACH
EACH
EACH
45(
59c
99c
69(
89(
39(
39(
LB. 69(
LB. 49(
SWIFT OR MAYROSE
CANNED HAMS
SALT SIDE
3 LB. CAN $2.99
LB. 59(
FAT BACK
SMOKED JOWL
Have shopping lists —
WILL SAVE! You can be
sure of it when you buy
ALL your food needs at
E. W. JAMES & SON be-
cause ALL our prices are
LOW PRICES! Our mar-
ket's full of them — from
front to back and side to
side . . . with plenty of
SUPER SAVER SPEC-
IALS in between! And
when only low prices are
rung up at the checkout,
you're bound to get MORE
CASH SAVINGS IN TMZ
LOW total cost of a big
cartful of your favorite
foods.
(FRESH GROUND) GROUND
SEVERAL TIMES DAILY
Plus Quality Stomps.
FROM
HAM SALAD
MACARONI SALAD
!i gAA Olive Salad
Cottage Cheese
BAKED BEANS
Dressing & Gravy
807..
16 OZ.
8 OZ.
1607..
16 OZ,
1607..
OUR KITCHEN
39( DUMPLINGS
49( c.HEER? CAKE
45( FRUIT TOPPING
59( CHILI lipla MADE
49( POTATO SALAD
59( POUND CAKES
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.
RAI EF
EACH
16 OZ.
16 OZ. 49(
$1.29
49(
°Z• 53(
0Z. 29(
69(
LB.
LB. 19(
LB. 49(
FRESH
GRADE A
HENS
29( LB.
SWIFT PREMIUM
FRANKS
ALL MEAT
49( LB.
33
Potato Chips "NDIIR
Sweet Pickles j"l'AY
TUNAGASPER') 12:71,174
Chili with Beans
ERIY 300 
HOT TAMALES
ICE "1"1OR TURNER'S
CREAM
We're Giving
Money Away
Each Tim. You Visit Our Store You Will Receive
(Without Obligations) A FREE TICKET Drop
It In The Box ... Drawing Will Bo Held Each
Saturday At 6 P.M. Winning Number Will Be
Posted In The Store (Must Be Claimed By Tues.
•
You May Win
This Week's
Bonus Of 
Any Adult May Come By For FREE Tickets.
UI
CRANBERRIES FRESH 16 °E. PEG19C RADISHES CELLO HAG 10( MELONSLEAF
LETTUCE LB. 49( !Jiff POWDER 49( cgic,9.01), BAZRS ANGEL 1F4LOAZK•EBAGLYKES LARGEGULAR SIZE BOX 24 OZ. CAN
1.1)TIED MEAT 10 CANS $1 yfigijim94AL POWDER 28( TOMATO *JUICE
VIENNA SAUSAGE 5 CANS $1 SHELLED PECANS LB. 89C
HI-C 4601. CANS CK SPRAT 
QUART
FLORIDA
,Q,A0Ng DRINK 3 MB $1 Polish Style PICKLES 39(
„achN
SPR
RY.c.1!ARS 6 FOR19c TOILET Tigg 10 ROLLS69(
CORNwHoLE KERNEL °R CRE" 4 FOR 69( CORN MEAL 5 LBS 39(
$1.0JUSTriliDETERGENT
This ad good
for 6
Big Days.
QUART 39( FLOUR GOLDEN STAR 25 LB.
Union City, South Fulton, Tenn. & Hickman, Ky.
HONEY DEN EACH
FIEGITLAR
794 IRELLER
TWIN PACK 39(
39(
$1
$1
$1
9
Frozen Foods
MOR TONFRUF, PIES
LARRY' AJ!T POOR BOY
SANDWICH
ifultig:E6 01).ELIGHT
TENN
GREEN 0iztAS
CHEF 
DEEPIZZA
FOX DE-LUXE SAUSAGE
PIZZA
BEEF with SAUSAGE
QUART
5 CANS
5 CANS
4 CANS
12 1/2 07..
12 OZ.
4 ire38 $ 1 00
BOX 89(
5 roR 89(
ma 35(
59(
69(
1207.. 99c
LOTS OF JUICE
LB.
BAG
49( TURNIPS
BAKE
56( CHOC. CHIPS
3 "Ns$1 AFRO WAX
HOME GROWN
12 OZ. BOX
1/2 GALLON
L. 5(
39(
$1.49
EACH E!
PRIDE OF GEORGIA FREESTONE
NO.
2% SIZE
CAN
FOR
Plus Quality Stamps
$
•
29 OZ.
(LIMIT 5 PLEASE)
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